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360 API SPECIFICATION 

Accounts API 

Account Entity Definition 

The /Accounts resource accepts and exposes Account objects that have the following properties: 

Name Type Size 
limit 

Required Validation Remarks 

firstName String 50 Yes   

middleName String 50 No   

lastName String 50 Yes   

emailAddress String 250 Yes Must be a valid 
email address. 

 

accountId String 50 No If specified, must be 
unique.  Uniqueness 
checks honor case, 
as such, “bar” and 
“BAR” would be 
treated as two 
separate entities. 

This value may be 
any value defined by 
your organization, 
e.g. a sequence 
number, uuid, or 
other unique 
identifier that your 
organization 
recognizes this 
account by.  If not 
specified, a unique 
value will be 
automatically 
assigned. 

roles String[] n/a Yes Must have at least 
one role.  Role must 
be a valid 
recognized 360 role. 

 

defaultLoginProvider String 450 No Must be provided if 
defaultProviderKey 
is provided. 

Used in conjunction 
with 
defaultProviderKey 
to quickly assign a 
single-sign on 
credential to an 
account during 
account creation. 

defaultProviderKey String 450 No Must be provided if 
defaultLoginProvider 
is provided. 

Used in conjunction 
with 
defaultLoginProvider 
to quickly assign a 
single-sign on 
credential to an 
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account during 
account creation. 

Divisions Array of 
Strings 

n/a No Division names must 
be a valid 
recognized division. 

 

AssociatedCampus Associated 
Campus 
Entity 

n/a No   

AssociatedLearnerType Associated 
Learner 
Type 
Entity 

n/a No   

 

An account object returned via the API may have the following links: 

Name Description 

_self A reference back to this entity 

roles A reference to the URL where this account’s roles may be retrieved or updated 

credentials A reference to the URL where this account’s credentials (logins) may be 
retrieved or updated 

divisions A reference to the URL where this account’s divisions may be retrieved or 
updated 

 

Role Entity Definition 

The /Accounts/:accountId/Roles resource accepts and exposes Roles objects that have the following 

properties: 

Name Type Size limit Required Validation Remarks 

n/a (HTTP Body) Array n/a Yes Each entry must be a valid 360 Role.  

 

Credential Entity Definition 

The /Accounts/:accountId/Credential resource accepts and exposes Credential objects that have the 

following properties: 

Name Type Size limit Required Validation Remarks 

loginProvider String 450 Yes   

providerKey String 450    

 

Associated Campus Entity Definition 

The /Accounts/:accountId/AssociatedCampuses resource accepts and exposes Associated Campus 

objects that have the following properties: 
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Name Type Size 
limit 

Required Validation Remarks 

allCampuses bool n/a Yes   

associatedCampuses Array n/a Yes Institution Campus  

 

Associated Learner Type Entity Definition 

The /Accounts/:accountId/AssociatedLearnerType resource accepts and exposes Associated Learner 

Type objects that have the following properties: 

Name Type Size 
limit 

Required Validation Remarks 

allLearnerTypes bool n/a Yes   

associatedLearnerTypes Array n/a Yes Learner Type (Applicant, Prospect, 
Student 

 

 

Account Operations 

GET /Accounts 

Returns a list of accounts that are currently configured in the 360 Application.  This list is paged, and 

subsequent calls can be made to return the full set of accounts.  The accounts represented here are 

valid for single sign on, and during the initial QA period, may be used for local access by logging in with 

the email address and a predefined password. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

top 
(optional, 
default: 10) 

Integer Specifies the number of accounts to 
return in this call  

skip Integer Used in conjunction with top to iterate 
through all records in this set.  Skips 
ahead the provided number of results and 
selects the remaining results. 

Returns: 

A collection of Account Entities. 

Example Request: 

GET https://360/api/Accounts?top=2 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date:  Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

  "status": "success", 

  "data": { 

    "list": [ 

      { 

        "entity": { 

          "accountId": "AC229A83-B87A-4D77-8A87-4AF02A16A67E", 

          "firstName": "Test", 

          "lastName": "Approver Account 1", 

          "emailAddress": "changeme@change.com" 

        }, 

        "links": [ 

          { 

            "rel": "_self", 

            "href": "https://360/api/Accounts/AC229A83-B87A-4D77-8A87-4AF02A16A67E" 

          }, 

          { 

            "rel": "roles", 

            "href": "https://360/api/Accounts/AC229A83-B87A-4D77-8A87-4AF02A16A67E/Roles" 

          } 

        ] 

      }, 

      { 

        "entity": { 

          "accountId": "107E36E1-E504-4C3C-9366-F293089EE33B", 

          "firstName": "Test", 

          "lastName": "Approver Account 2", 

          "emailAddress": "changeme@change.com" 

        }, 

        "links": [ 

          { 

            "rel": "_self", 

            "href": "https://360/api/Accounts/107E36E1-E504-4C3C-9366-F293089EE33B" 

          }, 

          { 

            "rel": "roles", 

            "href": "https://360/api/Accounts/107E36E1-E504-4C3C-9366-F293089EE33B/Roles" 

          } 

        ] 

      } 

    ], 

    "links": [ 

      { 

        "rel": "next", 

        "href": "https://360/api/Accounts?top=2&skip=2" 

      } 

    ] 

  }, 
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  "messages": null 

} 

POST /Accounts 

Adds a new account to the 360 Application. 

This call specifies a parameter an optional parameter, accountId, which can be used in subsequent calls 
in order to access or modify this account. 

When the accountId parameter is omitted, a value will be uniquely assigned by the 360 Application, and 
returned as part of the response body of this call.  Callers can then use this uniquely assigned identifier 
in subsequent calls in order to access or modify this account. 

Once the account has been created, if the attributes defaultLoginProvider and defaultProviderKey are 
also specified during account creation, the new account is valid for single sign-on to 360.  

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

N/A (Account Entity) HTTP Body The Account to Create 

defaultLoginProvider Part of the JSON request in the 
HTTP body 

If specified, allows for creation of this 
account entity with credentials for single 
sign in.  Corresponds to the login 
provider that this individual is 
authorized to single-sign in from. 

defaultProviderKey Part of the JSON request in the 
HTTP body 

If specified, allows for creation of this 
account entity with credentials for single 
sign in.  Uniquely specifies the individual 
for the specified defaultLoginProvider. 

 

Returns: 

The Account that was just created. 

Example Request: 
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POST https://360/api/Accounts HTTP/1.1 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

 

{ 

  "firstName": "New", 

  "lastName": "User", 

  "emailAddress": "user@host.com", 

  "accountId": "new-user-5555", 

  "defaultLoginProvider": "shib-uat", 

  "defaultProviderKey": "12345678", 

  "roles": [ "EducationAgent" ], 

  “divisions”: [ "FacultyOfScience", "FacultyOfArts" ] 

} 

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

  "status": "success", 

  "data": { 

    "entity": { 

      "roles": [ 

        "EducationAgent" 

      ], 

      "accountId": "new-user-5555", 

      "firstName": "New", 

      "lastName": "User", 

      "emailAddress": "user@host.com", 

      "defaultLoginProvider": "shib-uat", 

      "defaultProviderKey": "12345678", 

      “divisions”: [ "FacultyOfScience", "FacultyOfArts" ] 

    }, 

    "links": [ 

      { 

        "rel": "_self", 

        "href": "https://360/api/Accounts/new-user-5555" 

      }, 

      { 

        "rel": "roles", 

        "href": "https://360/api/Accounts/new-user-5555/Roles" 

      }, 

      { 

        "rel": "credentials",  

        "href": "https://360/api/Accounts/new-user-5555/Credentials" 

      } 

    ] 

  }, 

  "messages": null 

} 

GET /Accounts/:accountId 

Returns information about a single account account currently configured in the 360 Application. The 

:accountId parameter is a unique identifier defined during a POST /Accounts API call. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

:accountId 
 

String The unique identifier of the Account. 

 

Returns: 
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The account found by :accountId. 

Example Request: 

GET https://360/api/Accounts/new-user-5555 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

 

Example Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

  "status": "success", 

  "data": { 

    "entity": { 

      "accountId": "new-user-5555", 

      "firstName": "New", 

      "lastName": "User", 

      "emailAddress": "user@host.com" 

    }, 

    "links": [ 

      { 

        "rel": "_self", 

        "href": "https://360/api/Accounts/new-user-5555" 

      }, 

      { 

        "rel": "roles", 

        "href": "https://360/api/Accounts/new-user-5555/Roles" 

      } 

    ] 

  }, 

  "messages": null 

} 

PUT /Accounts/:accountId 

Updates a single account currently configured in the 360 Application. The :accountId parameter is a 

unique identifier defined during a POST /Accounts API call. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

:accountId 
 

String The unique identifier of the Account. 
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N/A (Account 
Entity) 

HTTP Body The Account to Update.  Do not include 
roles[], instead, use the PUT 
/Accounts/:accountId/Roles endpoint to 
update a account’s role. 

 

Returns: 

The updated account, for confirmation. 

Example Request: 

PUT https://360/api/Accounts/new-user-5555 HTTP/1.1 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

 

{ 

  "firstName": "Updated", 

  "lastName": "Name", 

  "emailAddress": "newemail@host.com", 

} 

 

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

  "status": "success", 

  "data": { 

    "entity": { 

      "accountId": "new-user-5555", 

      "firstName": "Updated", 

      "lastName": "Name", 

      "emailAddress": "newemail@host.com" 

    }, 

    "links": [ 

      { 

        "rel": "_self", 

        "href": "https://360/api/Accounts/new-user-5555" 

      }, 

      { 

        "rel": "roles", 

        "href": "https://360/api/Accounts/new-user-5555/Roles" 

      } 

    ] 

  }, 

  "messages": null 

} 

DELETE /Accounts/:accountId 

Returns information about a single account currently configured in the 360 Application. The :accountId 

parameter is a unique identifier defined during the POST /Accounts call. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

:accountId 
 

String The unique identifier of the Account. 

 

Returns: 

A confirmation that the deletion was successful (HTTP 200), or a message indicating why the deletion 

was not successful. 

Example Request: 
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DELETE https://360/api/Accounts/new-user-5555 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

 

Example Response: 

HTTP/1.1 204 No Content 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

GET /Accounts/:accountId/Roles 

Returns the roles that a given account has access to.  While Roles are typically exposed and accepted as 

part of an Account object, the /Roles endpoint exists so that callers can update Roles without also 

having to update an account. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

:accountId 
 

String The unique identifier of the Account. 

 

Returns: 

An array of the roles that the account has access to. 

Example Request: 

GET https://360/api/Accounts/new-user-5555/Roles HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

 

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

   "status": "success", 

   "data": ["EducationAgent"], 

   "messages": null 

} 

PUT /Accounts/:accountId/Roles 

Updates the roles associated with the given account.  All existing roles are replaced with the roles 

specified in the HTTP Body of the request.  The HTTP Body should include an array of strings, each 

indicating the roles that this account has access to. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

:accountId 
 

String The unique identifier of the Account. 

 

Returns: 

The updated list of roles that the account now has access to. 

Example Request: 

POST https://360/api/Accounts/new-user-5555/Roles HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

 

[ "EducationAgent", "EquivalencyEvaulator" ] 

 

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

   "status": "success", 

   "data": ["EducationAgent", “EquivalencyEvaulator”], 

   "messages": null 

} 

 

 

GET /Accounts/:accountId/Credentials 

Returns the login credentials that this user may use to authenticate with 360. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

:accountId String The unique identifier of the Account. 

 

Returns: 

An array of the credentials that the account is associated with. 

Example Request: 

GET https://360/api/Accounts/new-user-5555/Credentials HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

 

 

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

   "status": "success", 

   "data": [   { 

      "loginProvider": "shib-uat", 

      "providerKey": "1234578", 

      "displayName": null 

   }], 

   "messages": null 

} 

PUT /Accounts/:accountId/Credentials 

Updates the credentials associated with the given account.  All existing credentials are replaced with the 

credentials specified in the HTTP Body of the request.  The HTTP Body should include an array of 

credential objects, each indicating the credential that this account can authenticate with. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

:accountId 
 

String The unique identifier of the Account. 

 

Returns: 

The updated list of roles that the account now has access to. 

Example Request: 

POST https://360/api/Accounts/new-user-5555/Roles HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

 

[{ 

 "loginProvider": "shib-uat", 

      "providerKey": "1234578", 

      "displayName": null 

}, { 

 "loginProvider": "east-prod", 

      "providerKey": "ab1200541", 

      "displayName": null 

}] 
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Example Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

   "status": "success", 

   "data":    [ 

            { 

         "loginProvider": "east-prod", 

         "providerKey": "ab1200541", 

         "displayName": null 

      }, 

            { 

         "loginProvider": "shib-uat", 

         "providerKey": "1234578", 

         "displayName": null 

      } 

   ], 

   "messages": null 

} 

GET /Accounts/:accountId/Divisions 

Returns the divisions assigned to an account.  The names of these divisions should be  

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

:accountId 
 

String The unique identifier of the Account. 

 

Returns: 

An array of the divisions that the account has access to. 

Example Request: 

GET https://360/api/Divisions/new-user-5555/Roles HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

 

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

   "status": "success", 

   "data": ["FacultyOfScience"], 

   "messages": null 

} 

PUT /Accounts/:accountId/Divisions 

Updates the divisions associated with the given account.  All existing divisions are replaced with the 

divisions specified in the HTTP Body of the request.  The HTTP Body should include an array of strings, 

each indicating the divisions that this account has access to. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

:accountId 
 

String The unique identifier of the Account. 

 

Returns: 

The updated list of divisions that the account now has access to. 

Example Request: 

POST https://360/api/Accounts/new-user-5555/Roles HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

 

[ "FacultyOfScience", "FacultyOfArts" ] 

 

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

   "status": "success", 

   "data": ["FacultyOfScience", “FacultyOfArts”], 

   "messages": null 

} 

 

GET /Accounts/:accountId/AssociatedCampuses 

Returns the Associated Campuses that a given account is connected with.  While campuses are typically 

exposed and accepted as part of an Account object, the /AssociatedCampuses endpoint exists so that 

callers can update Associated Campuses without also having to update an account. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

:accountId 
 

String The unique identifier of the Account. 

 

Returns: 

Associated Campus 

Example Request: 

GET https://360/api/Accounts/new-user-5555/AssociatedCampuses HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

   "status": "success", 

   "data": "entity" {  

"allCampuses": false,  

"associatedCampuses": [ 

"Main", 

"North"] 

} 

   "messages": null 

} 

PUT /Accounts/:accountId/AssociatedCampuses 

Updates the Campuses associated with the given account.  All existing campuses are replaced with the 

campuses specified in the HTTP Body of the request.  The HTTP Body should include an array of strings, 

each indicating the roles that this account has access to. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

:accountId 
 

String The unique identifier of the Account. 

N/A (Associated 
Campus 

 Entity) 

HTTP Body The associated campus to update. Indicate 
all campus or an array of Campuses. 

 

Returns: 

An Associated Campus entity with updated list of campuses that the account now is associated to. 

Example Request: 

POST https://360/api/Accounts/new-user-5555/AssociatedCampuses HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

{"associatedCampuses": ["East", "North"],"allCampuses ": false} 

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

{ 

"status":"success", 

"data":{ 

  "entity":{ 

    "allCampuses": false, 

         "associatedCampuses": [“East”, “North”] 

    }, 

        "links": [] 

  }, 

  "messages": null 

} 

 

GET /Accounts/:accountId/AssociatedLearnerTypes 

Returns the Associated Learner Types that a given account is connected with.  While Learner Types are 

typically exposed and accepted as part of an Account object, the /AssociatedLearnerTypes endpoint 

exists so that callers can update Associated Learner Types without also having to update an account. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

:accountId 
 

String The unique identifier of the Account. 

 

Returns: 

Associated Learner Type 

Example Request: 

GET https://360/api/Accounts/new-user-5555/AssociatedLearnerTypes HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

   "status": "success", 

   "data": "entity" {  

"allLearnerTypes": false,  

"associatedLearnerTypes": [ 

"Student", 

"Prospect"] 

} 

   "messages": null 

} 

PUT /Accounts/:accountId/AssociatedLearnerTypes 

Updates the Learner Types associated with the given account.  All existing Learner Types are replaced 

with the Learner Types specified in the HTTP Body of the request.  The HTTP Body should include an 

array of strings, each indicating the roles that this account has access to. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

:accountId 
 

String The unique identifier of the Account. 

N/A (Associated 
Learner Type 

 Entity) 

HTTP Body The associated Learner Types to update. 
Indicate all learner types or an array of 
Learner Types. 

 

Returns: 

An Associated Learner Type entity with updated list of learner types that the account now is 

associated to. 

Example Request: 

POST https://360/api/Accounts/new-user-5555/AssociatedLearnerTypes HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

{"associatedLearnerTypes": ["Student", "Prospect"],"allLearnerTypes ": false} 

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

{ 

"status":"success", 

"data":{ 

  "entity":{ 

    "allLearnerTypes": false, 

         "associatedLearnerTypes": [“Stuent”, “Prospect”] 

    }, 

        "links": [] 

  }, 

  "messages": null 

} 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Roles API 

Role Entity Definition 

Roles Operations 

GET /Roles 

Returns a list of all roles that are currently recognized in the 360 Application. 

Returns: 

A dictionary object of Roles. 

Example Request: 

GET https://360/api/Roles HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Mon, 28 Sep 2015 09:43:56 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

   "status": "success", 

   "data":  { 

      "admin": "The admin role allows access to configure and manage the application on a 

global scope (across institutions).", 

      "equivalencyApprover": "The Equivalency Approver role allows access to approve course 

equivalency requests.", 

      "equivalencyEvaluator": "The Equivalency Evaluator role allows access to evaluate 

course equivalency requests.", 

      "educationAgent": "The Education Agent role allows access to learner management 

including learning portfolios." 

   }, 

   "messages": null 

} 

 

Academic Terms API 

Academic Term Entity Definition 

The /AcademicTerms resource accepts and exposes Academic Term objects that have the following 

properties: 

Name Type Size 
limit 

Required Validation Remarks 

academicTermId String 50 Yes If specified, must be 
unique.  Uniqueness 
checks honor case, 
as such, “bar” and 
“BAR” would be 
treated as two 
separate entities. 

This value may be any value 
defined by your organization, 
e.g. a sequence number, uuid, 
or other unique identifier that 
your organization recognizes 
this academic term by.  If not 
specified, a unique value will 
be automatically assigned. 

name String 50 Yes   

sortOrder Integer  No   

 

An academic term object returned via the API may have the following links: 

Name Description 

_self A reference back to this entity 
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Academic Term Operations 

GET /AcademicTerms 

Returns a list of academic terms that are currently defined by your institution in the 360 Application.  

This list is paged, and subsequent calls can be made to return the full set of academic terms. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

top 
(optional, 
default: 10) 

Integer Specifies the number of academic terms 
to return in this call  

skip Integer Used in conjunction with top to iterate 
through all records in this set.  Skips 
ahead the provided number of results and 
selects the remaining results. 

Returns: 

A collection of Academic Term Entities. 

Example Request: 

GET https://360/api/AcademicTerms?top=5 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

  "data": { 

    "links": [], 

    "list": [ 

      { 

        "entity": { 

          "academicTermId": "E6EC2CB0-7528-40C6-BF1C-77865362BF8C", 

          "name": "Summer Semester", 

          "sortOrder": 3 

        }, 

        "links": [] 

      }, 

      { 

        "entity": { 

          "academicTermId": "E3EA908B-FF17-4B6C-9BF6-747BF7884508", 

          "name": "Semester 2", 

          "sortOrder": 2 

        }, 

        "links": [] 

      }, 

      { 

        "entity": { 

          "academicTermId": "E4188379-D957-41E0-A913-8CD3CDB44428", 

          "name": "Semester 1", 

          "sortOrder": 1 

        }, 

        "links": [] 

      } 

    ] 

  }, 

  "messages": null, 

  "status": "success" 

} 

POST /AcademicTerms 

Adds a new academic term to the 360 Application. 

This call specifies a parameter an optional parameter, academicTermId, which can be used in 
subsequent calls in order to access or modify this academic term. 

When the academicTermId parameter is omitted, a value will be uniquely assigned by the 360 
Application, and returned as part of the response body of this call.  Callers can then use this uniquely 
assigned identifier in subsequent calls in order to access or modify this academic term. 

Parameters: 
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Name Type Description 

N/A (Academic 
Term Entity) 

HTTP Body The Academic Term to Create 

 

Returns: 

The Academic Term that was just created. 

Example Request: 

POST https://360/api/AcademicTerms HTTP/1.1 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

 

{ 

 "academicTermId": "SPRING0001", 

 "name": "Spring", 

 "sortOrder": 4 

} 

Example Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

  "status": "success", 

  "data": { 

    "entity": { 

      "academicTermId": "SPRING0001", 

      "name": "Spring", 

      "sortOrder": 4 

    }, 

    "links": [] 

  }, 

  "messages": null 

} 

GET /AcademicTerms/:academicTermId 

Returns information about a single academic term currently configured in the 360 Application. The 

:academicTermId parameter is a unique identifier defined during a POST /AcademicTerms API call. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 
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:academicTermId 
 

String The unique identifier of the 
AcademicTerm. 

 

Returns: 

The academic term found by :academicTermId. 

Example Request: 

GET https://360/api/Academicterms/SPRING0001 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

 

Example Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

  "status": "success", 

  "data": { 

    "entity": { 

      "academicTermId": "SPRING0001", 

      "name": "Spring", 

      "sortOrder": 4 

    }, 

    "links": [] 

  }, 

  "messages": null 

} 

PUT /AcademicTerms/:academicTermId 

Updates a single academic term currently configured in the 360 Application. The :academicTermId 

parameter is a unique identifier defined during a POST /AcademicTerms API call. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

:academicTermId 
 

String The unique identifier of the Academic 
term. 

N/A (Academic 
Term Entity) 

HTTP Body The Academic Term to Update. 
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Returns: 

The updated academic term, for confirmation. 

Example Request: 

PUT https://360/api/AcademicTerms/SPRING0001 HTTP/1.1 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

 

{ 

 "name": "Winter 1", 

 "sortOrder": 5 

} 

 

Example Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

  "status": "success", 

  "data": { 

    "entity": { 

      "academicTermId": "SPRING0001", 

      "name": "Winter 1", 

      "sortOrder": 5 

    }, 

    "links": [] 

  }, 

  "messages": null 

} 

DELETE /AcademicTerms/:academicTermId 

Requests 360 to delete the academic term specified by the provided :academicTermId parameter.  

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

:academictermId 
 

String The unique identifier of the Academic 
Term. 

 

Returns: 
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A confirmation that the deletion was successful (HTTP 204), or a message indicating why the deletion 

was not successful. 

Example Request: 

DELETE https://360/api/AcademicTerms/SPRING0001 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

 

Example Response: 

HTTP/1.1 204 No Content 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

Campus API 

Campus Entity Definition 

The /Campuses resource accepts and exposes Campus objects that have the following properties: 

Name Type Size 
limit 

Required Validation Remarks 

campusId String 50 Yes If specified, must be 
unique.  Uniqueness 
checks honor case, as 
such, “bar” and “BAR” 
would be treated as 
two separate entities. 

This value may be any value 
defined by your organization, e.g. a 
sequence number, uuid, or other 
unique identifier that your 
organization recognizes this 
campus by.  If not specified, a 
unique value will be automatically 
assigned. 

name String 50 Yes   

 

A campus object returned via the API may have the following links: 

Name Description 

_self A reference back to this entity 
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Campus Operations 

GET /Campuses 

Returns a list of campuses that are currently defined by your institution in the 360 Application.  This list 

is paged, and subsequent calls can be made to return the full set of campuses. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

top 
(optional, 
default: 10) 

Integer Specifies the number of campuses to 
return in this call  

skip Integer Used in conjunction with top to iterate 
through all records in this set.  Skips 
ahead the provided number of results and 
selects the remaining results. 

Returns: 

A collection of Academic Term Entities. 

Example Request: 

GET https://360/api/Campuses?top=2 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

  "status": "success", 

  "data": { 

    "list": [ 

      { 

        "entity": { 

          "campusId": "B8B5C6FB-A5F3-4368-97E9-CFBFD5AECB1E", 

          "name": "Main" 

        }, 

        "links": [] 

      }, 

      { 

        "entity": { 

          "campusId": "EA122C8F-A109-427F-B659-D1E4D737C404", 

          "name": "Great Valley" 

        }, 

        "links": [] 

      } 

    ], 

    "links": [ 

      { 

        "rel": "next", 

        "href": "https://360/api/Campuses?top=2&skip=2" 

      } 

    ] 

  }, 

  "messages": null 

} 

POST /Campus 

Adds a new campus to the 360 Application. 

This call specifies a parameter an optional parameter, campusId, which can be used in subsequent calls 
in order to access or modify this campus. 

When the campusId parameter is omitted, a value will be uniquely assigned by the 360 Application, and 
returned as part of the response body of this call.  Callers can then use this uniquely assigned identifier 
in subsequent calls in order to access or modify this campus. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

N/A (Campus 
Entity) 

HTTP Body The Campus to Create 
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Returns: 

The Campus that was just created. 

Example Request: 

POST https://360/api/Campuses HTTP/1.1 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

 

{ 

  "campusId": "BIGNORTH0001", 

  "name": "Big Northern" 

} 

Example Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

  "status": "success", 

  "data": { 

    "entity": { 

      "campusId": "BIGNORTH0001", 

      "name": "Big Northern" 

    }, 

    "links": [] 

  }, 

  "messages": null 

} 

GET /Campuses/:campusId 

Returns information about a single campus currently configured in the 360 Application. The :campusId 

parameter is a unique identifier defined during a POST /Campuses API call. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

:campusId 
 

String The unique identifier of the Campus. 

 

Returns: 

The campus found by :campusId. 
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Example Request: 

GET https://360/api/Campuses/BIGNORTH0001 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

 

Example Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

  "status": "success", 

  "data": { 

    "entity": { 

      "campusId": "BIGNORTH0001", 

      "name": "Big Northern" 

    }, 

    "links": [] 

  }, 

  "messages": null 

} 

PUT /Campuses/:campusId 

Updates a single campus currently configured in the 360 Application. The :campusId parameter is a 

unique identifier defined during a POST /Campuses API call. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

:campusId 
 

String The unique identifier of the Campus. 

N/A (Campus 
Entity) 

HTTP Body The Campus to Update. 

 

Returns: 

The updated campus, for confirmation. 

Example Request: 
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PUT https://360/api/Campuses/BIGNORTH0001 HTTP/1.1 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

 

{ 

  "name": "Great Northern Campus" 

} 

 

Example Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

  "status": "success", 

  "data": { 

    "entity": { 

      "campusId": "BIGNORTH0001", 

      "name": "Great Northern Campus" 

    }, 

    "links": [] 

  }, 

  "messages": null 

} 

DELETE /Campuses/:campusId 

Requests 360 to delete the campus specified by the provided :campusId parameter.  

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

:campusId 
 

String The unique identifier of the Campus. 

 

Returns: 

A confirmation that the deletion was successful (HTTP 204), or a message indicating why the deletion 

was not successful. 

Example Request: 
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DELETE https://360/api/Campuses/BIGNORTH0001 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

 

Example Response: 

HTTP/1.1 204 No Content 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

File API 

File Entity Definition 

Name Type May be null Description 

fileName string No The name of the file. 

FileTitle String No The tile of the file 

filetype string No The type of file/file extension. 

fileDownloadUrl string No The url to download the file. 

uploadedDate Datetime No The date the file was uploaded. 

 

File Operations 

GET /Files/DownloadLearnerFile 

Returns an uploaded file from the Plus360 application. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

fileBlobId guid The unique identifier for the file to 
download. 

 

Returns: 
 
Example Request: 
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GET https://360/api/Files/File/8f925c39-4667-49fb-af56-131c66680a87 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

Example Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.document 

Content-Disposition inline filename=example.doc 

 

<data contentType="application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.document" 

contentLength="{content length is here}">{content of file is here}</data> 

Providers API 

Provider Entity Definition 

The /Providers resource accepts and exposes Provider objects that have the following properties: 

Name Type Size 
limit 

Required Validation Remarks 

providerId String 50 Yes If specified, 
must be 
unique.  
Uniqueness 
checks 
honor case, 
as such, 
“bar” and 
“BAR” 
would be 
treated as 
two 
separate 
entities. 

This value may be any value 
defined by your organization, e.g. 
a sequence number, uuid, or other 
unique identifier that your 
organization recognizes this 
provider by.  If not specified, a 
unique value will be automatically 
assigned. 

name String 50 Yes   

abbreviation String 50 No   

city String 50 No   

geographicalRegion String 50 No  The name of the state, province, 
region, or territory, depending on 
the country. 

countryCode String 3 No If provided, 
this must be 
a valid ISO-
3166-1 

The ISO 3-digit country code for 
countries. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_3166-1_alpha-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_3166-1_alpha-3
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country 
code. 

isActive Boolean  No Defaults to 
true. 

If false, then this provider will not 
be available for selection or 
display in most 360 user 
interfaces. 

identityAliases Custom 
Identity 
Entity 

50 No  Provided during the response of 
successful providers API call that 
would otherwise emit responses.  
Accepted and managed via the 
/Providers/:providerid/Identities 
child collection.  Not accepted 
during the creation or update of a 
provider via the /Providers API 
collection. 

 

A provider object returned via the API may have the following links: 

Name Description 

_self A reference back to this entity 

activate A link to the command that will activate this provider.  This command will only 
be available for institutions that are deactivated. 

deactivate A link to the command that will deactivate this provider.  This command will 
only be available for institutions that are activated. 

 

Provider Custom Identity Entity Definition 

The /Providers resource emits Custom Identity objects that have the following properties 

Name Type Size limit Required Remarks 

name String 50 Yes This designates the name of the custom identity. 

value String 100 Yes The value of the custom identity 

endDate DateTime  No The date for which this identity ceased to be a valid 
representation of this provider 

 

 

Provider Operations 

GET /Providers 

Returns a list of providers that are currently defined by in the 360 Application.  This list is paged, and 

subsequent calls can be made to return the full set of providers. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_3166-1_alpha-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_3166-1_alpha-3
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top 
(optional, 
default: 10) 

Integer Specifies the number of providers to 
return in this call  

skip Integer Used in conjunction with top to iterate 
through all records in this set.  Skips 
ahead the provided number of results and 
selects the remaining results. 

Returns: 

A collection of Provider Entities. 

Example Request: 

GET https://360/api/Providers?top=2 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

  "status": "success", 

  "data": { 

    "list": [ 

      { 

        "entity": { 

          "providerId": "466C3CDE-749C-4E41-938D-18AD32530283", 

          "name": "Central Queensland University", 

          "abbreviation": "CQU", 

          "city": "North Rockhampton", 

          "geographicalRegion": "Queensland", 

          "countryCode": "AUS", 

          "isActive": true 

        }, 

        "links": [ 

          { 

            "rel": "_self", 

            "href": "https://360/api/Providers/466C3CDE-749C-4E41-938D-18AD32530283" 

          } 

        ] 

      }, 

      { 

        "entity": { 

          "providerId": "979A1FF5-3FE4-4841-803A-AC31B596ADA1", 

          "name": "Victoria University", 

          "abbreviation": "VU", 

          "city": "Melbourne", 

          "geographicalRegion": "Victoria", 

          "countryCode": "AUS", 

          "isActive": true 

        }, 

        "links": [ 

          { 

            "rel": "_self", 

            "href": "https://360/api/Providers/979A1FF5-3FE4-4841-803A-AC31B596ADA1" 

          } 

        ] 

      } 

    ], 

    "links": [ 

      { 

        "rel": "next", 

        "href": "https://360/api/Providers?top=2&skip=2" 

      } 

    ] 

  }, 

  "messages": null 

} 
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POST /Providers 

Adds a new provider to the 360 Application. 

This call specifies a parameter an optional parameter, providerId, which can be used in subsequent calls 
in order to access or modify this provider. 

When the providerId parameter is omitted, a value will be uniquely assigned by the 360 Application, and 
returned as part of the response body of this call.  Callers can then use this uniquely assigned identifier 
in subsequent calls in order to access or modify this provider. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

N/A (Provider 
Entity) 

HTTP Body The Provider to Create 

 

Returns: 

The Provider that was just created. 

Example Request: 

POST https://360/api/Providers HTTP/1.1 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

 

{ 

  "providerId": "JAPAN0004", 

  "name": "University of Japan", 

  "abbreviation": "UoJ", 

  "city": "Tokyo", 

  "geographicalRegion": "Tokyo", 

  "countryCode": "JPN" 

} 

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

  "status": "success", 

  "data": { 

    "entity": { 

      "providerId": "JAPAN0004", 

      "name": "University of Japan", 

      "abbreviation": "UoJ", 

      "city": "Tokyo", 

      "geographicalRegion": "Tokyo", 

      "countryCode": "JPN", 

      "isActive": true 

    }, 

    "links": [ 

      { "rel": "_self", "href": "https://360/api/Providers/JAPAN0004" }, 

      { "rel": "deactivate", "href": "https://360/api/Providers/JAPAN0004/Deactivate" } 

    ] 

  }, 

  "messages": null 

} 

GET /Providers/:providerId 

Returns information about a single provider currently configured in the 360 Application. The :providerId 

parameter is a unique identifier defined during a POST /Providers API call. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

:providerId 
 

String The unique identifier of the Provider. 

 

Returns: 

The provider found by :providerId. 

Example Request: 

GET https://360/api/Providers/JAPAN0004 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

 

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

  "status": "success", 

  "data": { 

    "entity": { 

      "providerId": "JAPAN0004", 

      "name": "University of Japan", 

      "abbreviation": "UoJ", 

      "city": "Tokyo", 

      "geographicalRegion": "Tokyo", 

      "countryCode": "JPN", 

      "isActive": true 

    }, 

    "links": [ 

      { "rel": "_self", "href": "https://360/api/Providers/JAPAN0004" }, 

      { "rel": "deactivate", "href": "https://360/api/Providers/JAPAN0004/Deactivate" } 

    ] 

  }, 

  "messages": null 

} 

PUT /Providers/:providerId 

Updates a single provider currently configured in the 360 Application. The :providerId parameter is a 

unique identifier defined during a POST /Providers API call. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

:providerId 
 

String The unique identifier of the Provider. 

N/A (Provider 
Entity) 

HTTP Body The Provider to Update. 

 

Returns: 

The updated provider, for confirmation. 

Example Request: 
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PUT https://360/api/Providers/JAPAN0004 HTTP/1.1 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

 

{ 

  "name": "University of Tokyo", 

  "abbreviation": "UoT", 

  "city": "Tokyo", 

  "geographicalRegion": "Tokyo", 

  "countryCode": "JPN" 

} 

 

Example Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

  "status": "success", 

  "data": { 

    "entity": { 

      "providerId": "JAPAN0004", 

      "name": "University of Tokyo", 

      "abbreviation": "UoT", 

      "city": "Tokyo", 

      "geographicalRegion": "Tokyo", 

      "countryCode": "JPN", 

      "isActive": true 

    }, 

    "links": [ 

      { "rel": "_self", "href": "https://360/api/Providers/JAPAN0004" }, 

      { "rel": "deactivate", "href": "https://360/api/Providers/JAPAN0004/Deactivate" } 

    ] 

  }, 

  "messages": null 

} 

POST /Providers/:providerId/Deactivate 

Deactivates a single provider currently configured in 360.  Once deactivated, the provider will not be 

available for selection in most areas of the 360 UI.  The provider will still be available for reporting 

purposes, and existing data that makes use of the provider will not be affected. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 
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:providerId 
 

String The unique identifier of the Provider. 

Returns: 

The updated provider, for confirmation. 

Example Request: 

POST https://360/api/Providers/JAPAN0004/Deactivate HTTP/1.1 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

 

 

Example Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

  "status": "success", 

  "data": { 

    "entity": { 

      "providerId": "JAPAN0004", 

      "name": "University of Tokyo", 

      "abbreviation": "UoT", 

      "city": "Tokyo", 

      "geographicalRegion": "Tokyo", 

      "countryCode": "JPN", 

      "isActive": false 

    }, 

    "links": [ 

      { "rel": "_self", "href": "https://360/api/Providers/JAPAN0004" }, 

      { "rel": "activate", "href": "https://360/api/Providers/JAPAN0004/Activate" } 

    ] 

  }, 

  "messages": null 

} 

 

POST /Providers/:providerId/Activate 

Activates a single provider currently deactivated in 360.  Once activated, the provider will be available 

for selection in all areas of the 360 UI. 

Parameters: 
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Name Type Description 

:providerId 
 

String The unique identifier of the Provider. 

Returns: 

The updated provider, for confirmation. 

Example Request: 

POST https://360/api/Providers/JAPAN0004/Activate HTTP/1.1 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

 

 

Example Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

  "status": "success", 

  "data": { 

    "entity": { 

      "providerId": "JAPAN0004", 

      "name": "University of Tokyo", 

      "abbreviation": "UoT", 

      "city": "Tokyo", 

      "geographicalRegion": "Tokyo", 

      "countryCode": "JPN", 

      "isActive": true 

    }, 

    "links": [ 

      { "rel": "_self", "href": "https://360/api/Providers/JAPAN0004" }, 

      { "rel": "deactivate", "href": "https://360/api/Providers/JAPAN0004/Deactivate" } 

    ] 

  }, 

  "messages": null 

} 

 

DELETE /Providers/:providerId 

Requests 360 to delete the provider specified by the provided :providerId parameter.  

Parameters: 
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Name Type Description 

:providerId 
 

String The unique identifier of the Provider. 

 

Returns: 

A confirmation that the deletion was successful (HTTP 204), or a message indicating why the deletion 

was not successful. 

Example Request: 

DELETE https://360/api/Proviers/JAPAN0004 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

 

Example Response: 

HTTP/1.1 204 No Content 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

POST /Providers/:providerId/Identities/:identityname 

Adds a new identity value to the provider specified by :providerId, for the identity name specified by 

:identityname. 

The name of the custom identity must be specified by your organization in advance prior to calls being 

made to Identities resources. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

:providerId 
 

String The unique identifier of the Provider. 

:identityname String The name of the custom identity. 

N/A Provider 
Custom Identity 
Entity 

HTTP Body The value, and optional end date of this 
custom identity for this provider 

 

Returns: 
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The provider, with the inclusion of the new provider identity. 

Example Request: 

POST https://360/api/Proviers/JAPAN0004/Identities/HeimsProviderId HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

 

{ value: "0776" } 

 

Example Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

 

{ 

  "status": "success", 

  "data": { 

    "entity": { 

      "providerId": "JAPAN0004", 

      "name": "University of Japan", 

      "abbreviation": "UoJ", 

      "city": "Tokyo", 

      "geographicalRegion": "Tokyo", 

      "countryCode": "JPN", 

      "isActive": true, 

      "identityAliases": [ 

        { "name": "HeimsProviderId","value": "0776", "endDate": null } 

      ] 

    }, 

    "links": [ 

      { "rel": "_self", "href": "https://360/api/Providers/JAPAN0004" }, 

      { "rel": "deactivate", "href": "https://360/api/Providers/JAPAN0004/Deactivate" } 

    ] 

  }, 

  "messages": null 

} 

 

 

DELETE /Providers/:providerId/Identities/:identityname/:identityvalue 

Removes the identity :identityvalue, for the identity type :idenityname, from the provider specified by 

:providerid. 
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Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

:providerId 
 

String The unique identifier of the Provider. 

:identityname String The name of the custom identity to 
remove. 

:identityvalue String The value of the custom identity to 
remove. 

 

Returns: 

The provider, with the removal of the specified custom identity. 

Example Request: 

DELETE https://360/api/Proviers/JAPAN0004/Identities/HeimsProviderId/0776 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

 

{ 

  "status": "success", 

  "data": { 

    "entity": { 

      "providerId": "JAPAN0004", 

      "name": "University of Japan", 

      "abbreviation": "UoJ", 

      "city": "Tokyo", 

      "geographicalRegion": "Tokyo", 

      "countryCode": "JPN", 

      "isActive": true, 

      "identityAliases": [] 

    }, 

    "links": [ 

      { "rel": "_self", "href": "https://360/api/Providers/JAPAN0004" }, 

      { "rel": "deactivate", "href": "https://360/api/Providers/JAPAN0004/Deactivate" } 

    ] 

  }, 

  "messages": null 

} 

 

DELETE /Providers/:providerId/Identities/:identityname 

Removes all of the identities assigned to the provider specified by :providerid, for the identity type 

specified by :identityname. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

:providerId 
 

String The unique identifier of the Provider. 

:identityname String The name of the custom identity for which 
all custom identities will be removed. 

 

Returns: 

The provider, with the removal of the specified custom identities. 

Example Request: 
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DELETE https://360/api/Providers/JAPAN0004/Identities/HeimsProviderId HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

Example Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

 

{ 

  "status": "success", 

  "data": { 

    "entity": { 

      "providerId": "JAPAN0004", 

      "name": "University of Japan", 

      "abbreviation": "UoJ", 

      "city": "Tokyo", 

      "geographicalRegion": "Tokyo", 

      "countryCode": "JPN", 

      "isActive": true, 

      "identityAliases": [] 

    }, 

    "links": [ 

      { "rel": "_self", "href": "https://360/api/Providers/JAPAN0004" }, 

      { "rel": "deactivate", "href": "https://360/api/Providers/JAPAN0004/Deactivate" } 

    ] 

  }, 

  "messages": null 

} 

 

PUT /Providers/:providerId/Identities 

Replaces all of the custom identities assigned to the provider specified by :providerid, with the custom 

identities specified in the HTTP body of the request. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

:providerId 
 

String The unique identifier of the Provider for 
which all custom identities will be 
replaced. 

N/A (HTTP Body) Array of Custom Provider Identity 
Entities 

The identities that will be added to the 
provider. 

Returns: 
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The provider, with addition of the newly assigned identities. 

Example Request: 

PUT https://360/api/Proviers/JAPAN0004/Identities HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

 

[{ "name": "HeimsProviderId", "value": "0776" }, 

{ "name": "CRICOSId", "value": "03187D" }] 

Example Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

 

{ 

  "status": "success", 

  "data": { 

    "entity": { 

      "providerId": "JAPAN0004", 

      "name": "University of Japan", 

      "abbreviation": "UoJ", 

      "city": "Tokyo", 

      "geographicalRegion": "Tokyo", 

      "countryCode": "JPN", 

      "isActive": true, 

      "identityAliases": [ 

          { "name": "HeimsProviderId", "value": "0776" }, 

          { "name": "CRICOSId", "value": "03187D" } 

  ] 

    }, 

    "links": [ 

      { "rel": "_self", "href": "https://360/api/Providers/JAPAN0004" }, 

      { "rel": "deactivate", "href": "https://360/api/Providers/JAPAN0004/Deactivate" } 

    ] 

  }, 

  "messages": null 

} 

 

PUT /Providers/:providerId/Identities/:identityname 

Replaces all of the custom identities assigned to the provider specified by :providerid, for the custom 

identity type specified by :identityname, with the custom identities specified in the HTTP body of the 

request. 

Parameters: 
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Name Type Description 

:providerId 
 

String The unique identifier of the Provider for 
which all custom identities will be 
replaced. 

:identityname String The name of the identity type for which all 
custom identities will be replaced for this 
provider. 

N/A (HTTP Body) Array of Custom Provider Identity 
Entities 

The identities that will be added to the 
provider. 

Returns: 

The provider, with addition of the newly assigned identities. 

Example Request: 

PUT https://360/api/Proviers/JAPAN0004/Identities/HeimsProviderId HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

 

[{ "name": "HeimsProviderId", "value": "0776" }] 

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

 

{ 

  "status": "success", 

  "data": { 

    "entity": { 

      "providerId": "JAPAN0004", 

      "name": "University of Japan", 

      "abbreviation": "UoJ", 

      "city": "Tokyo", 

      "geographicalRegion": "Tokyo", 

      "countryCode": "JPN", 

      "isActive": true, 

      "identityAliases": [ 

          { "name": "HeimsProviderId", "value": "0776" }, 

          { "name": "CRICOSId", "value": "03187D" } 

  ] 

    }, 

    "links": [ 

      { "rel": "_self", "href": "https://360/api/Providers/JAPAN0004" }, 

      { "rel": "deactivate", "href": "https://360/api/Providers/JAPAN0004/Deactivate" } 

    ] 

  }, 

  "messages": null 

} 

 

POST /Providers/:providerId/Identities/:identityname/:identityvalue 

Replaces the custom identity assigned to the provider specified by :providerid, for the custom identity 

type specified by :identityname, for the value specified by :identityvalue, with the custom identity 

specified in the HTTP body of the request. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

:providerId 
 

String The unique identifier of the Provider for 
which this custom identity will be 
replaced. 

:identityname String The name of the identity type for which 
the custom identity will be replaced 

:identityvalue String The value of the identity that will be 
replaced 

N/A (HTTP Body) Array of Custom Provider Identity 
Entities 

The identities that will be updated to the 
provider. 
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Returns: 

The provider, with updated identity. 

Example Request: 

PUT https://360/api/Proviers/JAPAN0004/Identities/HeimsProviderId/0776 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

 

[{ "value": "0918" }] 

Example Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

 

{ 

  "status": "success", 

  "data": { 

    "entity": { 

      "providerId": "JAPAN0004", 

      "name": "University of Japan", 

      "abbreviation": "UoJ", 

      "city": "Tokyo", 

      "geographicalRegion": "Tokyo", 

      "countryCode": "JPN", 

      "isActive": true, 

      "identityAliases": [ 

          { "name": "HeimsProviderId", "value": "0918" }, 

          { "name": "CRICOSId", "value": "03187D" } 

  ] 

    }, 

    "links": [ 

      { "rel": "_self", "href": "https://360/api/Providers/JAPAN0004" }, 

      { "rel": "deactivate", "href": "https://360/api/Providers/JAPAN0004/Deactivate" } 

    ] 

  }, 

  "messages": null 

} 
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PUT /Providers/:providerId/Identities/:identityname/:identityvalue/Activate 

Reactivates a previously deactivated entity. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

:providerId 
 

String The unique identifier of the Provider for 
which this custom identity will be 
activated. 

:identityname String The name of the identity type for which 
the custom identity will be activated 

:identityvalue String The value of the identity that will be 
activated 

Returns: 

The provider, with the activated identity as part of the provider information. 

Example Request: 

PUT https://360/api/Proviers/JAPAN0004/Identities/HeimsProviderId/0776/Activate HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

 

{ 

  "status": "success", 

  "data": { 

    "entity": { 

      "providerId": "JAPAN0004", 

      "name": "University of Japan", 

      "abbreviation": "UoJ", 

      "city": "Tokyo", 

      "geographicalRegion": "Tokyo", 

      "countryCode": "JPN", 

      "isActive": true, 

      "identityAliases": [ 

          { "name": "HeimsProviderId", "value": "0776" }, 

          { "name": "CRICOSId", "value": "03187D" } 

  ] 

    }, 

    "links": [ 

      { "rel": "_self", "href": "https://360/api/Providers/JAPAN0004" }, 

      { "rel": "deactivate", "href": "https://360/api/Providers/JAPAN0004/Deactivate" } 

    ] 

  }, 

  "messages": null 

} 

 

POST /Providers/:providerId/Identities/:identityname/:identityvalue/Deactivate 

Deactivates a custom identity. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

:providerId 
 

String The unique identifier of the Provider for 
which this custom identity will be 
deactivated. 

:identityname String The name of the identity type for which 
the custom identity will be deactivated 

:identityvalue String The value of the identity that will be 
deactivated 

N/A (HTTP Body) Custom Provider Identity Entity Only the value “endDate” is accepted as 
part of the accepted custom provider 
identity. 

Returns: 
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The provider, with the specified identity deactivated 

Example Request: 

PUT https://360/api/Proviers/JAPAN0004/Identities/HeimsProviderId/0776 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

 

[{ "endDate": "2015-12-25T00:00:00" }] 

Example Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

 

{ 

  "status": "success", 

  "data": { 

    "entity": { 

      "providerId": "JAPAN0004", 

      "name": "University of Japan", 

      "abbreviation": "UoJ", 

      "city": "Tokyo", 

      "geographicalRegion": "Tokyo", 

      "countryCode": "JPN", 

      "isActive": true, 

      "identityAliases": [ 

          { "name": "HeimsProviderId", "value": "0918", "endDate": "2015-12-25T00:00:00" }, 

          { "name": "CRICOSId", "value": "03187D" } 

  ] 

    }, 

    "links": [ 

      { "rel": "_self", "href": "https://360/api/Providers/JAPAN0004" }, 

      { "rel": "deactivate", "href": "https://360/api/Providers/JAPAN0004/Deactivate" } 

    ] 

  }, 

  "messages": null 

} 

 

GET /Providers/ByIdentity/:identyname/:identityvalue 

Returns the provider assigned to the identity :identityvalue, for the identity type :identityname. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 
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:identityname 
 

String The name of the identity to use to look up 
the provider. 

:identityvalue String The value of the identity to use to look up 
the provider. 

Returns: 

The provider specified by the provided identity name/value combination, if found. 

Example Request: 

GET https://360/api/Proviers/ByIdentity/HeimsProviderId/0776 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

 

{ 

  "status": "success", 

  "data": { 

    "entity": { 

      "providerId": "JAPAN0004", 

      "name": "University of Japan", 

      "abbreviation": "UoJ", 

      "city": "Tokyo", 

      "geographicalRegion": "Tokyo", 

      "countryCode": "JPN", 

      "isActive": true, 

      "identityAliases": [ 

          { "name": "HeimsProviderId", "value": "0918", "endDate": "2015-12-25T00:00:00" }, 

          { "name": "CRICOSId", "value": "03187D" } 

  ] 

    }, 

    "links": [ 

      { "rel": "_self", "href": "https://360/api/Providers/JAPAN0004" }, 

      { "rel": "deactivate", "href": "https://360/api/Providers/JAPAN0004/Deactivate" } 

    ] 

  }, 

  "messages": null 

} 

 

GET /Providers/ByIdentity/:identyname/:identityvalue/ProviderId 

Returns the provider ID of the provider assigned to the identity :identityvalue, for the identity type 

:identityname. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

:identityname 
 

String The name of the identity to use to look up 
the provider. 

:identityvalue String The value of the identity to use to look up 
the provider. 

Returns: 

The provider’s ProviderId specified by the provided identity name/value combination, if found. 

Example Request: 
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GET https://360/api/Proviers/ByIdentity/HeimsProviderId/0776/ProviderId HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

Example Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

 

{ 

  "status": "success", 

  "data": "JAPAN0004" 

  "messages": null 

} 

 

Learning Units API 

Learning Unit Entity Definition 

Resources which accept and expose Learning Units do so with objects that have the following 

properties: 

Name Type Size 
limit 

Required Validation Remarks 

learningUnitId String 50 Yes Must be unique.   This value may be any value 
defined by your 
organization, e.g. a 
sequence number, uuid, or 
other unique identifier that 
your organization 
recognizes this learning unit 
by. 

learningUnitType String 500 Yes Must be a 
recognized value; 
once set, cannot 
be changed. 

This value must be one of 
the preconfigured learning 
unit type names available 
to your institution, that has 
been assigned to this 
provider.  The list of 
available learning unit types 
for any provider may be 
found via the Learning 
Types API. 

key String 250 Yes  The key of this learning 
unit, e.g. “ART 100” 
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title String 500 Yes  The title of this learning 
unit, e.g. “Introduction to 
Art.” 

description String 4000 No  The description of this 
learning unit. 

startDate Date  No  The date when this learning 
unit first started to be 
available to be taken at this 
provider.  A null value 
implies that the start date is 
unknown.  A date in the 
future implies that this 
learning is not yet available. 

endDate Date  No  The date when this learning 
unit was last available at 
this provider.  A null value 
implies that the end date is 
unknown.  A date in the 
past implies that this 
learning is no longer 
available. 

minUnits Decimal  No  The minimum number of 
awarded units, specific to 
this learning unit type and 
learning unit.  For example, 
if the learning unit was a 
course, this would be the 
minimum number of credits 
or credit-hours awarded for 
the completion of that 
course.  Not all learning 
unit types will have 
min/max units. 

maxUnits Decimal  No  The maximum number of 
awarded units, specific to 
this learning unit type and 
learning unit.  For example, 
if the learning unit was a 
course, this would be the 
maximum number of 
credits or credit-hours 
awarded for the completion 
of that course.  Not all 
learning unit types will have 
min/max units. 
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createdDate Date  No Read-only Gets the date when this 
learning unit was created. 

revisedDate Date  No Read-only Gets the date when this 
learning unit was last 
modified 

published Boolean  Yes If the provider of 
this learning unit 
is your 
institution, this 
value must be 
“true”. 

Determines whether this 
learning unit is available for 
learners to make claims 
against 

visibility String  Yes If provider of this 
learning unit is 
NOT your 
institution, this 
value must be 
“public”. 

The visibility of this learning 
unit.  The value used will 
different this learning 
between offered and 
unspecified credit. 
Recognized values include 
"internal", and "public". 

sourceLearningUnitId String 250 No If provided, must 
refer to an 
existing learning 
unit; cannot 
introduce a 
circular 
reference among 
learning units. 

The learningUnitId (see 
above) of a previous 
version of the learning unit. 

isSignificantChange Boolean  No  During updates only, if 
provided, and true, the 
change to the learning unit 
will trigger review 
processes for any 
associated comparable.  If 
false, or not set, no review 
processes for associated 
comparables will trigger. 

levelOfStudyKey String 50 No If provided, must 
be a recognized 
value. 

Key value that represents 
the learning unit’s level of 
study. 

fieldOfStudyKey String 50 No If provided, must 
be a recognized 
field of study key 
value. 

Key value that represents 
the learning unit’s field of 
study. 
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Learning Unit Operations 

GET /Providers/{:providerId}/Learning 

Returns a list of learning units associated with this provider.  This list is paged, and subsequent calls can 

be made to return the full set of learning units. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

:providerId String Specifies the provider to use to find, 
create, or update learning units. 

top 
(optional, 
default: 10) 

Integer Specifies the number of providers to 
return in this call  

skip Integer Used in conjunction with top to iterate 
through all records in this set.  Skips 
ahead the provided number of results and 
selects the remaining results. 

Returns: 

A collection of Learning Unit Entities. 

Example Request: 

GET https://360/api/Providers/4069/Learning?top=2 HTTP/1.1 

Accept-Encoding: gzip,deflate 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  
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Example Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

   "status": "success", 

   "data": { 

      "list": [{ 

            "learningUnitId": "4069-ACM 30510--", 

            "learningUnitType": "Course", 

            "key": "ACM 30510", 

            "title": "Certificate III in Farriery", 

            "description": null, 

            "startDate": null, 

            "endDate": null, 

            "minUnits": 0, 

            "maxUnits": null, 

            "createdDate": "2016-01-26T11:45:32.68-05:00", 

            "revisedDate": "2016-02-05T09:12:55.9380566-05:00", 

            "published": true, 

            "visibility": "internal" 

         }, { 

            "learningUnitId": "4069-AHCAGB 505A--", 

            "learningUnitType": "Course", 

            "key": "AHCAGB 505A", 

            "title": "Develop a whole farm plan", 

            "description": null, 

            "startDate": null, 

            "endDate": null, 

            "minUnits": 0, 

            "maxUnits": null, 

            "createdDate": "2016-01-26T11:45:32.68-05:00", 

            "revisedDate": "2016-02-05T09:12:55.9380566-05:00", 

            "published": true, 

            "visibility": "internal" 

         } 

      ], 

      "links": [{ 

         "rel": "next", 

         "href": "https://360/api/Providers/4069/Learning?top=2&skip=2" 

      }] 

   }, 

   "messages": null 

} 

GET /Providers/{:providerId}/LearningTypes 

Returns a list of learning unit types associated with this provider.  This API call can be used to determine 

whether the specified provider supports a certain learning unit type. 
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Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

:providerId String Specifies the provider to use to look up 
the supported learning unit types. 

Returns: 

An array of Strings, each string representing a supported learning unit type. 

Example Request: 

GET https://360/api/Providers/4069/LearningTypes HTTP/1.1 

Accept-Encoding: gzip,deflate 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

Example Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

   "status": "success", 

   "data": ["Course"], 

   "messages": null 

} 

POST /Providers/{:providerId}/Learning/{:learningUnitId} 

Adds a new learning unit to the 360 Application for the specified provider. 

This call specifies a parameter, learningUnitId, which can be used in subsequent calls in order to access 
or modify this learning unit for this provider. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

N/A (Learning 
Unit Entity) 

HTTP Body The learning unit to create 

 

Returns: 

The Learning Unit that was just created. 

Example Request: 
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POST https://360/api/Providers/AUS/Learning/new100-210 HTTP/1.1 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

 

{ 

     "learningUnitType": "course", 

     "key": "TEST 1010", 

     "title": "Testing Course", 

     "description": "Testing Description", 

     "startDate": "2016-09-19", 

     "endDate": null, 

     "minUnits": 15, 

     "maxUnits": null, 

     "visibility": "public",   

     "published": true 

} 
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Example Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

   "status": "success", 

   "data": { 

      "entity": { 

         "learningUnitId": "new100-210", 

         "learningUnitType": "course", 

         "key": "TEST 1010", 

         "title": "Testing Course", 

         "description": "Testing Description", 

         "startDate": "2016-09-19T00:00:00-04:00", 

         "endDate": null, 

         "minUnits": 15, 

         "maxUnits": null, 

         "createdDate": "2016-09-19T11:30:52.5950146-04:00", 

         "revisedDate": "2016-09-19T11:30:52.5950146-04:00", 

         "published": true, 

         "visibility": "public" 

      }, 

      "links": [] 

   }, 

   "messages": null 

} 

PUT /Providers/{:providerId}/Learning/{:learningUnitId} 

Updates the specified learning unit in the 360 Application for the specified provider. 

The body of this request should contain a whole representation of the learning unit, not just a 
representation of changes to the learning unit. 

 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

N/A (Learning 
Unit Entity) 

HTTP Body New field values for the learning unit 

 

Returns: 

The Learning Unit that was just updated. 
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Example Request: 

PUT https://360/api/Providers/AUS/Learning/new100-210 HTTP/1.1 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

 

{ 

     "learningUnitType": "course", 

     "key": "TEST 1010", 

     "title": "Testing Course", 

     "description": "Testing Description", 

     "startDate": "2016-09-19", 

     "endDate": null, 

     "minUnits": 15, 

     "maxUnits": null, 

     "visibility": "public",   

     "published": true, 

     "isSignificantChange": true, 

} 
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Example Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

   "status": "success", 

   "data": { 

      "entity": { 

         "learningUnitId": "new100-210", 

         "learningUnitType": "course", 

         "key": "TEST 1010", 

         "title": "Testing Course", 

         "description": "Testing Description", 

         "startDate": "2016-09-19T00:00:00-04:00", 

         "endDate": null, 

         "minUnits": 15, 

         "maxUnits": null, 

         "createdDate": "2016-09-19T11:30:52.5950146-04:00", 

         "revisedDate": "2016-09-19T11:30:52.5950146-04:00", 

         "published": true, 

         "visibility": "public" 

      }, 

      "links": [] 

   }, 

   "messages": null 

} 
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Learners API 

Learners Entity Definition 

The Learners resource exposes Learner objects that have the following properties: 

Name Type May 
be null 

Read-only Description 

firstName String No Read/Write 
The given name of this 
learner. 

middleName String Yes Read/Write 
The middle name of this 
learner, if applicable. 

lastName String No Read/Write 
The surname or family 
name of this learner. 

emailAddress String Yes Read/Write 

The email address where 
this learner may be 
contacted. 

learnerType String No Read-only 

The type (Prospect, 
Applicant, or Student) of 
this learner 

domesticality String No Read/Write 

The domestic status 
(Domestic, International) 
of this learner 

enrolledAcademicTermId String Yes Read-only 

The value that uniquely 
identifies the academic 
term for which this 
learner is enrolling or has 
enrolled to the host 
institution. 

enrolledAcademicTermName String Yes Read-only 

The name of the 
academic term for which 
this learner is enrolling or 
has enrolled. 

enrolledCampusId String Yes Read-only 

The value that uniquely 
identifies the campus to 
which this learner is 
enrolling or has enrolled 
to the host institution. 

enrolledCampusName String Yes Read-only 

The name of the campus 
to which this learner is 
enrolling or has enrolled. 

enrolledProgramId String Yes Read-only 

The value that uniquely 
identifies the program to 
which this learner is 
enrolling or has enrolled. 
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enrolledProgramName String Yes Read-only 

The name of the program 
to which this learner is 
enrolling or has enrolled. 

admissionDecision String Yes Read-only 

The decision, made by 
the admissions 
department, regarding 
this learner.  Null, if no 
decision has yet been 
made. 

admissionOutcome String Yes Read-only 

The outcome of the 
admissions decision, 
regarding this learner.  
Null, if no outcome has 
been made. 

creditOfferDecision String Yes Read-only 

The outcome of the 
credit offer, regarding 
this learner.  Null, if no 
outcome has been made. 

identities 

Array of 
Learner 
Identity 
entities No Read-write 

An array of identities 
that identify this learner, 
as an applicant, and/or 
student 

 

A provider object returned via the API may have the following links: 

Name Description 

TransferCreditPetition One or more references to credit petitions to which this learner has in 
progress or completed. 

ClaimSummary A reference to this learner’s Claim Summary query 

Files A reference to this learner’s Files query 

 

Learners Identity Entity Definition 

Calls to /Learners will return back a single Learner entity, along with an array of identities.  The fields 

found in each identity record are: 

Name Type May be 
null 

Description 

learnerIdType String No The type (applicant, student) of the identity 

value String No The value of the identity 

Learners Operations 

GET /Learners 

Returns a list of learners that are represented in the 360 Application.  This list is paged, and subsequent 

calls can be made to return the full set of learners. 
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Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

top 
(optional, 
default: 10) 

Integer Specifies the number of learners to return 
in this call  

skip Integer Used in conjunction with top to iterate 
through all records in this set.  Skips 
ahead the provided number of results and 
selects the remaining results. 

Returns: 

A collection of Learner Entities. 

Example Request: 

GET https://360/api/Learners?top=2 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

    "data": { 

        "links": [ 

            { 

                "href": "https://localhost:44300/api/Learners?top=2&skip=2", 

                "rel": "next" 

            } 

        ], 

        "list": [ 

            { 

                "entity": { 

                    "admissionDecision": null, 

                    "admissionOutcome": null, 

                    "creditOfferDecision": null, 

                    "domesticality": "International", 

                    "emailAddress": "jk@jk.com", 

                    "enrolledAcademicTermId": null, 

                    "enrolledAcademicTermName": null, 

                    "enrolledCampusId": null, 

                    "enrolledCampusName": null, 

                    "enrolledProgramId": null, 

                    "enrolledProgramName": null, 

                    "firstName": "defect48", 

                    "identities": [ 

                        { 

                            "learnerIdType": "Applicant", 

                            "value": "1212" 

                        }, 

                        { 

                            "learnerIdType": "Student", 

                            "value": "1213" 

                        } 

                    ], 

                    "lastName": "test", 

                    "learnerType": "Student", 

                    "middleName": "" 

                }, 

                "links": [ 

                    { 

                        "href": "https://localhost:44300/api/TransferCreditPetitions/1014", 

                        "rel": "TransferCreditPetition" 

                    } 

                ] 

            }, 

            { 

                "entity": { 

                    "admissionDecision": null, 

                    "admissionOutcome": null, 
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                    "creditOfferDecision": null, 

                    "domesticality": "International", 

                    "emailAddress": "jsnover@academyone.com", 

                    "enrolledAcademicTermId": null, 

                    "enrolledAcademicTermName": null, 

                    "enrolledCampusId": null, 

                    "enrolledCampusName": null, 

                    "enrolledProgramId": null, 

                    "enrolledProgramName": null, 

                    "firstName": "Test WE", 

                    "identities": [ 

                        { 

                            "learnerIdType": "Student", 

                            "value": "Test Student" 

                        } 

                    ], 

                    "lastName": "g", 

                    "learnerType": "Student", 

                    "middleName": "df" 

                }, 

                "links": [ 

                    { 

                        "href": "https://localhost:44300/api/TransferCreditPetitions/1018", 

                        "rel": "TransferCreditPetition" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "href": "https://localhost:44300/api/TransferCreditPetitions/1019", 

                        "rel": "TransferCreditPetition" 

                    } 

                ] 

            } 

        ] 

    }, 

    "messages": null, 

    "status": "success" 

} 

GET /Learners/Applicants 

Returns a list of applicants that are represented in the 360 Application.  This list is paged, and 

subsequent calls can be made to return the full set of applicants. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

top 
(optional, 
default: 10) 

Integer Specifies the number of applicants to 
return in this call  
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skip Integer Used in conjunction with top to iterate 
through all records in this set.  Skips 
ahead the provided number of results and 
selects the remaining results. 

Returns: 

A collection of Learner Entities. 

Example Request: 

GET https://360/api/Learners/Applicants?top=2 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

    "data": { 

        "links": [ 

            { 

                "href": "https://localhost:44300/api/Learners/Applicants?top=2&skip=2", 

                "rel": "next" 

            } 

        ], 

        "list": [ 

            { 

                "entity": { 

                    "admissionDecision": null, 

                    "admissionOutcome": null, 

                    "creditOfferDecision": null, 

                    "domesticality": "International", 

                    "emailAddress": "jsnover@academyone.com", 

                    "enrolledAcademicTermId": null, 

                    "enrolledAcademicTermName": null, 

                    "enrolledCampusId": null, 

                    "enrolledCampusName": null, 

                    "enrolledProgramId": null, 

                    "enrolledProgramName": null, 

                    "firstName": "j", 

                    "identities": [ 

                        { 

                            "learnerIdType": "Applicant", 

                            "value": "123" 

                        } 

                    ], 

                    "lastName": "s", 

                    "learnerType": "Applicant", 

                    "middleName": "" 

                }, 

                "links": [] 

            }, 

            { 

                "entity": { 

                    "admissionDecision": null, 

                    "admissionOutcome": null, 

                    "creditOfferDecision": null, 

                    "domesticality": "International", 

                    "emailAddress": "eshepski@academyone.com", 

                    "enrolledAcademicTermId": null, 

                    "enrolledAcademicTermName": null, 

                    "enrolledCampusId": null, 

                    "enrolledCampusName": null, 

                    "enrolledProgramId": null, 

                    "enrolledProgramName": null, 
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                    "firstName": "Billy", 

                    "identities": [ 

                        { 

                            "learnerIdType": "Applicant", 

                            "value": "123987654132454545454545454545454" 

                        } 

                    ], 

                    "lastName": "Bob", 

                    "learnerType": "Applicant", 

                    "middleName": "" 

                }, 

                "links": [] 

            } 

        ] 

    }, 

    "messages": null, 

    "status": "success" 

} 

GET /Learners/Applicants/:id 

Returns a single applicant represented in the 360 Application.   The id parameter allows the caller to get 

a unique learner record, based on only having an applicant id.  The learner returned does not need to 

currently be an applicant (they may be a student.) 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

Id String The unique Applicant identifier of the 
applicant, known to the host institution. 

top 
(optional, 
default: 10) 

Integer Specifies the number of applicants to 
return in this call  

skip Integer Used in conjunction with top to iterate 
through all records in this set.  Skips 
ahead the provided number of results and 
selects the remaining results. 

Returns: 

A single Learner Entity. 

Example Request: 

GET https://360/api/Learners/Applicants/100 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

    "data": { 

        "entity": { 

            "admissionDecision": null, 

            "admissionOutcome": null, 

            "creditOfferDecision": null, 

            "domesticality": "International", 

            "emailAddress": "jkhot@academyone.com", 

            "enrolledAcademicTermId": null, 

            "enrolledAcademicTermName": null, 

            "enrolledCampusId": null, 

            "enrolledCampusName": null, 

            "enrolledProgramId": null, 

            "enrolledProgramName": null, 

            "firstName": "Jyoti", 

            "identities": [ 

                { 

                    "learnerIdType": "Student", 

                    "value": "100" 

                } 

            ], 

            "lastName": "Khot", 

            "learnerType": "Student", 

            "middleName": "" 

        }, 

        "links": [] 

    }, 

    "messages": null, 

    "status": "success" 

} 

GET /Learners/Students 

Returns a list of students that are represented in the 360 Application.  This list is paged, and subsequent 

calls can be made to return the full set of students. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

top 
(optional, 
default: 10) 

Integer Specifies the number of applicants to 
return in this call  
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skip Integer Used in conjunction with top to iterate 
through all records in this set.  Skips 
ahead the provided number of results and 
selects the remaining results. 

Returns: 

A collection of Learner Entities. 

Example Request: 

GET https://360/api/Learners/Students?top=2 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

    "data": { 

        "links": [ 

            { 

                "href": "https://localhost:44300/api/Learners/Students?top=2&skip=2", 

                "rel": "next" 

            } 

        ], 

        "list": [ 

            { 

                "entity": { 

                    "admissionDecision": null, 

                    "admissionOutcome": null, 

                    "creditOfferDecision": null, 

                    "domesticality": "International", 

                    "emailAddress": "jkhot@academyone.com", 

                    "enrolledAcademicTermId": null, 

                    "enrolledAcademicTermName": null, 

                    "enrolledCampusId": null, 

                    "enrolledCampusName": null, 

                    "enrolledProgramId": null, 

                    "enrolledProgramName": null, 

                    "firstName": "Jyoti", 

                    "identities": [ 

                        { 

                            "learnerIdType": "Student", 

                            "value": "100" 

                        } 

                    ], 

                    "lastName": "Khot", 

                    "learnerType": "Student", 

                    "middleName": "" 

                }, 

                "links": [] 

            }, 

            { 

                "entity": { 

                    "admissionDecision": null, 

                    "admissionOutcome": null, 

                    "creditOfferDecision": null, 

                    "domesticality": "International", 

                    "emailAddress": "jkhot@academyone.com", 

                    "enrolledAcademicTermId": null, 

                    "enrolledAcademicTermName": null, 

                    "enrolledCampusId": null, 

                    "enrolledCampusName": null, 

                    "enrolledProgramId": null, 

                    "enrolledProgramName": null, 
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                    "firstName": "L2", 

                    "identities": [ 

                        { 

                            "learnerIdType": "Student", 

                            "value": "10" 

                        } 

                    ], 

                    "lastName": "L2", 

                    "learnerType": "Student", 

                    "middleName": "" 

                }, 

                "links": [] 

            } 

        ] 

    }, 

    "messages": null, 

    "status": "success" 

} 

GET /Learners/Students/:id 

Returns a single student represented in the 360 Application.   The id parameter allows the caller to get a 

unique learner record, based on only possessing the learner’s student id.  The learner returned does not 

need to currently be a student (they may be an applicant.) 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

top 
(optional, 
default: 10) 

Integer Specifies the number of applicants to 
return in this call  

skip Integer Used in conjunction with top to iterate 
through all records in this set.  Skips 
ahead the provided number of results and 
selects the remaining results. 

Returns: 

A single Learner Entity. 

Example Request: 

GET https://360/api/Learners/Applicants HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

    "data": { 

        "entity": { 

            "admissionDecision": null, 

            "admissionOutcome": null, 

            "creditOfferDecision": null, 

            "domesticality": "International", 

            "emailAddress": "BBillings@email.com", 

            "enrolledAcademicTermId": null, 

            "enrolledAcademicTermName": null, 

            "enrolledCampusId": null, 

            "enrolledCampusName": null, 

            "enrolledProgramId": null, 

            "enrolledProgramName": null, 

            "firstName": "Billy", 

            "identities": [ 

                { 

                    "learnerIdType": "Student", 

                    "value": "1212" 

                } 

            ], 

            "lastName": "Billings", 

            "learnerId": 2052, 

            "learnerType": "Student", 

            "middleName": "" 

        }, 

        "links": [ 

            { 

                "href": "https://localhost:44300/api/TransferCreditPetitions/15", 

                "rel": "TransferCreditPetition" 

            }, 

            { 

                "href": "https://localhost:44300/api/TransferCreditPetitions/1017", 

                "rel": "TransferCreditPetition" 

            }, 

            { 

                "href": "https://localhost:44300/api/TransferCreditPetitions/1041", 

                "rel": "TransferCreditPetition" 

            } 

        ] 

    }, 

    "messages": null, 

    "status": "success" 

} 

PUT /Learners/Students/:id 
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Updates a single student represented in the 360 Application.   The id parameter allows the caller to get a 

unique learner record, based on only possessing the learner’s student id.  The learner returned does not 

need to currently be an student, they only need to possess a student ID. 

During an update of a Learner, all identities must be provided during the update.  The omission of an 

identity from the identities array will be interpreted as an instruction to delete the omitted identity.  The 

remaining identities will be added or updated, as appropriate.  The three identity types supported are, 

“Student”, “Applicant”, and “Person”. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

N/A (HTTP Body) Learner Entity  

Returns: 

The updated Learner Entity. 

Example Request: 

PUT https://360/api/Learners/Students/21000011 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

 

{ 

 "firstName": "Billy-student", 

 "middleName": "", 

 "lastName": "Billings-student", 

 "emailAddress": "bbillings@school.edu ", 

 "domesticality": "International", 

 "identities": [{ 

  "learnerIdType": "Applicant", 

  "value": "11001111" 

 }, { 

  "learnerIdType": "Student", 

  "value": "21000011" 

 }, { 

  "learnerIdType": "Person", 

  "value": "31000011" 

 }] 

}  

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

 "data": { 

  "entity": { 

   "admissionDecision": null, 

   "admissionOutcome": null, 

   "creditOfferDecision": null, 

   "domesticality": "International", 

   "emailAddress": "BBillings@email.com", 

   "enrolledAcademicTermId": null, 

   "enrolledAcademicTermName": null, 

   "enrolledCampusId": null, 

   "enrolledCampusName": null, 

   "enrolledProgramId": null, 

   "enrolledProgramName": null, 

   "firstName": "Billy-student", 

   "middleName": "", 

   "lastName": "Billings-student", 

   "identities": [{ 

    "learnerIdType": "Applicant", 

    "value": "11001111" 

   }, { 

    "learnerIdType": "Student", 

    "value": "21000011" 

   }, { 

    "learnerIdType": "Person", 

    "value": "31000011" 

   }] 

  } 

 }, 

 "links": [{ 

  "href": "https://localhost:44300/api/TransferCreditPetitions/31", 

  "rel": "TransferCreditPetition" 

 }], 

 "messages": null, 

 "status": "success" 

} 

PUT /Learners/Applicants/:id 

Updates a single applicant represented in the 360 Application.   The id parameter allows the caller to get 

a unique learner record, based on only possessing the learner’s applicant id.  The learner returned does 

not need to currently be an applicant, they only need to possess an applicant ID. 

During an update of a Learner, all identities must be provided during the update.  The omission of an 

identity from the identities array will be interpreted as an instruction to delete the omitted identity.  The 

remaining identities will be added or updated, as appropriate.  The three identity types supported are, 

“Student”, “Applicant”, and “Person”. 
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Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

N/A (HTTP Body) Learner Entity  

Returns: 

The updated Learner Entity. 

Example Request: 

PUT https://360/api/Learners/Applicants/11001111 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

 

{ 

 "firstName": "Billy-student", 

 "middleName": "", 

 "lastName": "Billings-student", 

 "emailAddress": "bbillings@school.edu ", 

 "domesticality": "International", 

 "identities": [{ 

  "learnerIdType": "Applicant", 

  "value": "11001111" 

 }, { 

  "learnerIdType": "Student", 

  "value": "21000011" 

 }, { 

  "learnerIdType": "Person", 

  "value": "31000011" 

 }] 

}  

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

 "data": { 

  "entity": { 

   "admissionDecision": null, 

   "admissionOutcome": null, 

   "creditOfferDecision": null, 

   "domesticality": "International", 

   "emailAddress": "BBillings@email.com", 

   "enrolledAcademicTermId": null, 

   "enrolledAcademicTermName": null, 

   "enrolledCampusId": null, 

   "enrolledCampusName": null, 

   "enrolledProgramId": null, 

   "enrolledProgramName": null, 

   "firstName": "Billy-student", 

   "middleName": "", 

   "lastName": "Billings-student", 

   "identities": [{ 

    "learnerIdType": "Applicant", 

    "value": "11001111" 

   }, { 

    "learnerIdType": "Student", 

    "value": "21000011" 

   }, { 

    "learnerIdType": "Person", 

    "value": "31000011" 

   }] 

  } 

 }, 

 "links": [{ 

  "href": "https://localhost:44300/api/TransferCreditPetitions/31", 

  "rel": "TransferCreditPetition" 

 }], 

 "messages": null, 

 "status": "success" 

} 

PUT /Learners/ByPersonId/:id 

Updates a single learner represented in the 360 Application.   The id parameter allows the caller to get a 

unique learner record, based on only possessing the learner’s person id. 

During an update of a Learner, all identities must be provided during the update.  The omission of an 

identity from the identities array will be interpreted as an instruction to delete the omitted identity.  The 

remaining identities will be added or updated, as appropriate.  The three identity types supported are, 

“Student”, “Applicant”, and “Person”. 
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Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

N/A (HTTP Body) Learner Entity  

Returns: 

The updated Learner Entity. 

Example Request: 

PUT https://360/api/Learners/ByPersonId/31000011 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

 

{ 

 "firstName": "Billy-student", 

 "middleName": "", 

 "lastName": "Billings-student", 

 "emailAddress": "bbillings@school.edu ", 

 "domesticality": "International", 

 "identities": [{ 

  "learnerIdType": "Applicant", 

  "value": "11001111" 

 }, { 

  "learnerIdType": "Student", 

  "value": "21000011" 

 }, { 

  "learnerIdType": "Person", 

  "value": "31000011" 

 }] 

}  

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

 "data": { 

  "entity": { 

   "admissionDecision": null, 

   "admissionOutcome": null, 

   "creditOfferDecision": null, 

   "domesticality": "International", 

   "emailAddress": "BBillings@email.com", 

   "enrolledAcademicTermId": null, 

   "enrolledAcademicTermName": null, 

   "enrolledCampusId": null, 

   "enrolledCampusName": null, 

   "enrolledProgramId": null, 

   "enrolledProgramName": null, 

   "firstName": "Billy-student", 

   "middleName": "", 

   "lastName": "Billings-student", 

   "identities": [{ 

    "learnerIdType": "Applicant", 

    "value": "11001111" 

   }, { 

    "learnerIdType": "Student", 

    "value": "21000011" 

   }, { 

    "learnerIdType": "Person", 

    "value": "31000011" 

   }] 

  } 

 }, 

 "links": [{ 

  "href": "https://localhost:44300/api/TransferCreditPetitions/31", 

  "rel": "TransferCreditPetition" 

 }], 

 "messages": null, 

 "status": "success" 

} 

POST /Learners/Operations/UpdateClaimMetricAndCompletionStatus 

Updates the metric and completion status of a single claim owned by a single learner, based on the 

supplied input parameters 

Parameters: 

Name Type May be 
null 

Description 
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learnerIdType String No 

The type of Learner ID used to find the 
learner to update.  Accepted values 
are: “ApplicantId”, “StudentId”, 
“PersonId” 

learnerId String No 

The ID of the learner used in 
conjunction with learnerIdType used 
to find the learner update. 

claimLearningUnitId String No 

The identifier of the learning unit 
associated with the claim that will 
receive the grade and completion 
status update. 

providerId String No 

The identifier of the provider 
associated with the claim that will 
receive the grade and completion 
status update 

metric String Yes 
The value of the metric that will be 
written to the learner’s claim 

completionStatus String No 

The completion status that will be 
written to the learner’s claim.  
Accepted values are 
“SuccessfullyCompleted”, 
“NotSuccessfullyCompleted”, and 
“InProgress”. 

Returns: 

An object describing how many learner claims were affected by the update. 

Example Request: 

POST https://360/api/Learners/Operations/UpdateClaimMetricAndCompletionStatus HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

 

{ 

 learnerId: "12938448", 

 learnerIdType: "ApplicantId", 

 claimLearningUnitId: "HEIMS_3019_ECON7020", 

 providerId: "HEIMS_3019", 

 metric: "A+". 

 completionStatus: "SuccessfullyCompleted" 

} 

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

    "data": { 

        "entity": { 

            "claimsUpdated": 1 

        }, 

        "links": [] 

    }, 

    "messages": null, 

    "status": "success" 

} 

GET /Learners/Students/:studentId/Files 

Returns a list of File objects associated with the student in the 360 Application.  Student associated files 

are files that haven been uploaded by student or have been upload for their credit petition. 

 

GET /Learners/Applicants/:applicantId/Files 

Returns a list of File objects associated with the applicant in the 360 Application.  Applicant associated 

files are files that haven been uploaded by applicant or have been upload for their credit petition. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

top 
(optional, 
default: 10) 

Integer Specifies the number of applicants to 
return in this call  

skip Integer Used in conjunction with top to iterate 
through all records in this set.  Skips 
ahead the provided number of results and 
selects the remaining results. 

fromDate String 
ISO date format 

The from date of the range to include 
files. Files upload at or after this time are 
returned. A blank or null will not limit 
results.  

toDate String 
ISO date format 

The to date of the range to include files. 
Files upload at or before this time are 
returned. A blank or null will not limit 
results.  

Example Request: 
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GET https://360/api/Learners/Students/JSS34/Files?top=2&fromDate=2014-01-

02T00:00:00&toDate=2014-01-02T23:59:59 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

Example Response:  

 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

   "status": "success", 

   "data": { 

      "list": [ 

        { 

            "fileName": "OutComes.docx", 

            "fileTitle": "Learning Outcomes for SIS201", 

            "fileType": "docx", 

            "fileDownloadUrl": "/api/Files/5ed50c54-ad51-45b1-9efc-5782bab96b42", 

            "uploadedDated": "2016-06-27T13:43:26.8163853" 

         }, 

         { 

            "fileName": "MasterSyllabi.pdf", 

            "fileTitle": "Syllabus for SIS201", 

            "fileType": "pdf", 

            "fileDownloadUrl": "/api/Files/d55d31b1-1356-4993-aad7-f563770e203d", 

            "uploadedDated": "2016-06-30T10:39:11.1999033" 

         }], 

         "links": [ 

     { 

         "rel": "next", 

         "href": "https://localhost:44300/api/Learners/Students/JSS34/Files?top=2&skip=2" 

          } 

        ] 

   }, 

   "messages": null 

} 
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Learners Claim Summary API 

Learners Claim Summary Entity Definition 

Schema notes: because of the complexity of the Learners Claim Summary entity, its full schema is 

provided in Appendix B. 

The Learners Claim Summary resource exposes a collection of Learner Claim Summary objects that have 

the following properties: 

Name Type May be 
null 

Description 

provider Learner Claim 
Summary 
Provider 

No Description of a provider associated 
with the specified learner 

files 

Array of 
Learner Claim 
Summary File 
entities No 

Description of the files associated 
with one of the learners' providers 

claimGroups 

Array of 
Learner Claim 
Summary 
Claim Group 
entities No 

A grouping of claims, based on 
learning unit type, associated with 
one of the learner's providers 

 

 

Learner Claim Summary Provider Entity Definition 

Provides information regarding the provider to which the learner attended.  The fields returned as part 

of this response include: 

Name Type May be 
null 

Description 

name String No 

The name of this provider, either recognized by the 
system if the provider is recognized, or given by the 
learner if not. 

recognized Boolean No 
True, if the provider is a known provider in the 
system. 

providerId String Yes The identifier of the provider, if recognized 

classification String Yes 
The classificaiton code of the provider, if 
recognized 

tradingName String Yes 

If the provider is recognized as a trading name of 
another organization, the name of the trading 
name 

identities 

Array of Provider 
Custom Identity 
Entities no 

A listing of the identities associated with this 
provider 
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Learner Claim Summary Claim Group Entity Definition 

Groups the claims and files associated with a single learning unit type for this provider.  The fields 

returned as part of this response include: 

Name Type May be null Description 

learningUnitType String No 

The non-localized name 
of the learning unit type, 
e.g., “Course”, 
“Credential”, 
“Assessment” 

claims 
Array of Learner Claim Summary 
File entities No 

The claims associated 
with this learning unit 
type 

files 
Array of Learner Claim Summary 
File entities No 

The files associated with 
all claims of this learning 
unit type 

 

 

Learner Claim Summary File Entity Definition 

Returns information about the files associated with the learner’s provider, claim group, or claim.  The 

fields returned as part of this response include: 

Name Type May be 
null 

Description 

fileType String Yes 

The user-given categorization of this file, if 
captured during upload, e.g. “Transcript”, 
“Score Report”, or “Syllabus” 

fileName String No 

The file name detected with the file was 
originally uploaded.  E.g. “transcript-learner-
2017-09-26.docx”. 

fileTitle String No 
The user-given title of this file.  E.g., “My 
Starfleet University of Australia Transcript” 

fileFormat String No 
The text description of the file, based on the 
file’s media type.  E.g., “Word Document”. 

extension String No 

The extension of the file name, detected with 
the file was originally uploaded, based on the 
file’s name, or media type if the file is name is 
extensionless.  E.g. “docx”. 

mediaType String No 
The IANA-specified identifier of the file’s type, 
specified by the client system with the file was 
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originally uploaded.  E.g., 
"application/vnd.openxmlformats-
officedocument.wordprocessingml.document" 

fileDownloadUrl String No 
The URL in which an API client may download 
this file 

uploadedDate String No The date in which the file was uploaded 

fileSize Integer No 
The size of the file, in bytes, as detected when 
the file was originally uploaded 

 

 

Learner Claim Summary Claim Entity Definition 

Returns information about the claims associated with the learner’s provider.  The fields returned as part 

of this response include: 

Name Type May 
be null 

Description 

claimId String Yes 
The identity of this claim, if available via 
synchronizing processes. 

key String Yes 
The key of the learning unit associated 
with this claim, if it is recognized. 

title String No 

The title of the learning unit associated 
with this claim, if it is recognized, or the 
title for which the learner entered if it is 
not. 

recognized Boolean No 
True, if the claim is associated to a 
known learning unit in the system. 

verificationStatus 

One of (“Unknown”, 
“Unsubstantiated”, 
“Verified”) No 

An indicator denoting whether evidence 
of learning (EVOL) has been provided 
for this claim. 

verificationDate Date Yes 

The date on which evidence of learning 
(EVOL) was given to the system, if 
provided for this claim. 

completionStatus 

One of (“Unknown”, 
“NotSuccessfullyCompleted”, 
“SuccessfullyCompleted”) No 

An indicator denoting whether 
completion status has been provided 
for this claim. 

term String Yes 

The name of the term in which the 
learner claimed to take this learning.  
Can be null if the term is not required 
for the learning unit type of the claim. 

startDate DateTime Yes 

The date on or about when this learner 
started this learning item.  Can be null 
since the data may not be required for 
the learning unit type of the claim. 
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endDate DateTime Yes 

The date on or about when this learner 
stopped and received an outcome for 
this learning item.  Can be null since the 
data may not be required for the 
learning unit type of the claim. 

metric String Yes 

The value of the metric (grade, score, 
etc.) the learner claims to have 
obtained during this learning 

earnedUnits Decimal Yes 

The number of earned units (hours, 
credits, points, etc.) the learner claims 
to have obtained during this learning 

learningUnitId String Yes 
The identifier of the learning unit 
associated with the claim, if recognized 

inProgress Boolean Yes 

Indicates whether the learning being 
claimed is in progress.  A value of true 
means the learning is in progress.  A 
value of false means the learning is not 
in progress.  A value of null means the 
in-progress status of the claim is not 
known to the system. 

levelOfStudyKey String Yes 

The key of the level of study associated 
with the learning unit, or specified by 
the learner via the claim, if the claim is 
unrecognized. 

levelOfStudyTitle String Yes 

The title of the level of study associated 
with the learning unit, or specified by 
the learner via the claim, if the claim is 
unrecognized. 

fieldOfStudyKey String Yes 

The key of the field of study associated 
with the learning unit, or specified by 
the learner via the claim, if the claim is 
unrecognized. 

fieldOfStudyTitle String Yes 

The title of the field of study associated 
with the learning unit, or specified by 
the learner via the claim, if the claim is 
unrecognized. 

files 
Array of Learner Claim 
Summary File entities No The files associated with this claim 

 

 

Learner Claim Summary Operations 

GET /Learners/Applicants/:id/ClaimSummary 

Returns the claim summary of the learner specified by the applicant id :id, paged by provider. 
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Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

:id String The applicant id of the learner in which to 
retrieve a claim summary 

top 
(optional, 
default: 10) 

Integer Specifies the number of providers to 
return in this call  

skip Integer Used in conjunction with top to iterate 
through all records in this set.  Skips 
ahead the provided number of results and 
selects the remaining results. 

Returns: 

A collection of Learner Claim Summary Entities. 

Example Request: 

GET https://360/api/Learners/Applicants/66cc4428 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

   "status": "success", 

   "data": { 

      "list": [{ 

         "provider": { 

            "name": "The University of Queensland", 

            "recognized": true, 

            "providerId": "HEIMS_3019", 

            "classification": "10", 

            "tradingName": null, 

            "identities": [{ 

               "name": "training.gov.au", 

               "value": "1511", 

               "endDate": "2022-09-30T00:00:00" 

            }, { 

               "name": "BANNER", 

               "value": "3019", 

               "endDate": null 

            }, { 

               "name": "HEIMS", 

               "value": "3019", 

               "endDate": null 

            }] 

         }, 

         "files": [], 

         "claimGroups": [{ 

            "learningUnitType": "Course", 

            "claims": [{ 

               "claimId": null, 

               "key": "IBOL 1011", 

               "title": "Egnetics and Evolution", 

               "recognized": true, 

               "verificationStatus": "Unknown", 

               "verificationDate": null, 

               "completionStatus": "Unknown", 

               "term": "Q1 (Jan to Mar)", 

               "startDate": "2014-01-01T00:00:00", 

               "endDate": "2014-03-31T00:00:00", 

               "metric": "A", 

               "earnedUnits": 4, 

               "learningUnitId": "HEIMS_3019_BIOL1011", 

               "inProgress": false, 

               "levelOfStudyKey": null, 

               "levelOfStudyTitle": null, 

               "fieldOfStudyKey": null, 

               "fieldOfStudyTitle": null, 

               "files": [] 

            }, { 
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               "claimId": null, 

               "key": "IBOL 1012", 

               "title": "Naimal Biology", 

               "recognized": true, 

               "verificationStatus": "Unknown", 

               "verificationDate": null, 

               "completionStatus": "Unknown", 

               "term": "Q1 (Jan to Mar)", 

               "startDate": "2014-01-01T00:00:00", 

               "endDate": "2014-03-31T00:00:00", 

               "metric": "A", 

               "earnedUnits": 4, 

               "learningUnitId": "HEIMS_3019_BIOL1012", 

               "inProgress": false, 

               "levelOfStudyKey": null, 

               "levelOfStudyTitle": null, 

               "fieldOfStudyKey": null, 

               "fieldOfStudyTitle": null, 

               "files": [] 

            }], 

            "files": [] 

         }] 

      }, { 

         "provider": { 

            "name": "Flinders University of South Australia", 

            "recognized": true, 

            "providerId": "HEIMS_3029", 

            "classification": "10", 

            "tradingName": "Flindy", 

            "identities": [{ 

               "name": "BANNER", 

               "value": "3029", 

               "endDate": null 

            }, { 

               "name": "HEIMS", 

               "value": "3029", 

               "endDate": null 

            }] 

         }, 

         "files": [{ 

            "fileType": "Transcript", 

            "fileName": "Image Copy Deployment.md", 

            "fileTitle": "Flindy-Specific File", 

            "fileFormat": "Binary Data", 

            "extension": "md", 

            "mediaType": "application/octet-stream", 

            "fileDownloadUrl": "https://localhost:44300/api/Files/File/e05c4823-9e97-436b-

b37d-f76c0f2637d1", 

            "uploadedDate": "2017-09-25T12:51:22.7446351", 

            "fileSize": 5729 

         }], 

         "claimGroups": [{ 

            "learningUnitType": "Course", 

            "claims": [{ 
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               "claimId": null, 

               "key": "UBSN 1011", 

               "title": "Cacounting for Managers", 

               "recognized": true, 

               "verificationStatus": "Unknown", 

               "verificationDate": null, 

               "completionStatus": "Unknown", 

               "term": "Q1 (Jan to Mar)", 

               "startDate": "2017-01-01T00:00:00", 

               "endDate": "2017-03-31T00:00:00", 

               "metric": "A", 

               "earnedUnits": 4, 

               "learningUnitId": "HEIMS_3029_BUSN1011", 

               "inProgress": false, 

               "levelOfStudyKey": null, 

               "levelOfStudyTitle": null, 

               "fieldOfStudyKey": null, 

               "fieldOfStudyTitle": null, 

               "files": [] 

            }], 

            "files": [{ 

               "fileType": "Score Report", 

               "fileName": "360 - API Specification.docx", 

               "fileTitle": "Flindy/Courses File", 

               "fileFormat": "Word Document", 

               "extension": "docx", 

               "mediaType": "application/vnd.openxmlformats-

officedocument.wordprocessingml.document", 

               "fileDownloadUrl": "https://localhost:44300/api/Files/File/d40438a6-e48c-

4995-b3b2-ddd37d688e0c", 

               "uploadedDate": "2017-09-25T12:51:40.5849692", 

               "fileSize": 274432 

            }] 

         }] 

      }], 

      "links": [] 

   }, 

   "messages": null 

} 

GET /Learners/Students/:id/ClaimSummary 

Returns the claim summary of the learner specified by the student id :id, paged by provider. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

:id String The student id of the learner in which to 
retrieve a claim summary 

top Integer Specifies the number of providers to 
return in this call  
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(optional, 
default: 10) 

skip Integer Used in conjunction with top to iterate 
through all records in this set.  Skips 
ahead the provided number of results and 
selects the remaining results. 

Returns: 

A collection of Learner Claim Summary Entities. 

Example Request: 

GET https://360/api/Learners/Students/9a6fbe35 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

   "status": "success", 

   "data": { 

      "list": [{ 

         "provider": { 

            "name": "The University of Queensland", 

            "recognized": true, 

            "providerId": "HEIMS_3019", 

            "classification": "10", 

            "tradingName": null, 

            "identities": [{ 

               "name": "training.gov.au", 

               "value": "1511", 

               "endDate": "2022-09-30T00:00:00" 

            }, { 

               "name": "BANNER", 

               "value": "3019", 

               "endDate": null 

            }, { 

               "name": "HEIMS", 

               "value": "3019", 

               "endDate": null 

            }] 

         }, 

         "files": [], 

         "claimGroups": [{ 

            "learningUnitType": "Course", 

            "claims": [{ 

               "claimId": null, 

               "key": "IBOL 1011", 

               "title": "Egnetics and Evolution", 

               "recognized": true, 

               "verificationStatus": "Unknown", 

               "verificationDate": null, 

               "completionStatus": "Unknown", 

               "term": "Q1 (Jan to Mar)", 

               "startDate": "2014-01-01T00:00:00", 

               "endDate": "2014-03-31T00:00:00", 

               "metric": "A", 

               "earnedUnits": 4, 

               "learningUnitId": "HEIMS_3019_BIOL1011", 

               "inProgress": false, 

               "levelOfStudyKey": null, 

               "levelOfStudyTitle": null, 

               "fieldOfStudyKey": null, 

               "fieldOfStudyTitle": null, 

               "files": [] 

            }, { 
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               "claimId": null, 

               "key": "IBOL 1012", 

               "title": "Naimal Biology", 

               "recognized": true, 

               "verificationStatus": "Unknown", 

               "verificationDate": null, 

               "completionStatus": "Unknown", 

               "term": "Q1 (Jan to Mar)", 

               "startDate": "2014-01-01T00:00:00", 

               "endDate": "2014-03-31T00:00:00", 

               "metric": "A", 

               "earnedUnits": 4, 

               "learningUnitId": "HEIMS_3019_BIOL1012", 

               "inProgress": false, 

               "levelOfStudyKey": null, 

               "levelOfStudyTitle": null, 

               "fieldOfStudyKey": null, 

               "fieldOfStudyTitle": null, 

               "files": [] 

            }], 

            "files": [] 

         }] 

      }, { 

         "provider": { 

            "name": "Flinders University of South Australia", 

            "recognized": true, 

            "providerId": "HEIMS_3029", 

            "classification": "10", 

            "tradingName": "Flindy", 

            "identities": [{ 

               "name": "BANNER", 

               "value": "3029", 

               "endDate": null 

            }, { 

               "name": "HEIMS", 

               "value": "3029", 

               "endDate": null 

            }] 

         }, 

         "files": [{ 

            "fileType": "Transcript", 

            "fileName": "Image Copy Deployment.md", 

            "fileTitle": "Flindy-Specific File", 

            "fileFormat": "Binary Data", 

            "extension": "md", 

            "mediaType": "application/octet-stream", 

            "fileDownloadUrl": "https://localhost:44300/api/Files/File/e05c4823-9e97-436b-

b37d-f76c0f2637d1", 

            "uploadedDate": "2017-09-25T12:51:22.7446351", 

            "fileSize": 5729 

         }], 

         "claimGroups": [{ 

            "learningUnitType": "Course", 

            "claims": [{ 
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               "claimId": null, 

               "key": "UBSN 1011", 

               "title": "Cacounting for Managers", 

               "recognized": true, 

               "verificationStatus": "Unknown", 

               "verificationDate": null, 

               "completionStatus": "Unknown", 

               "term": "Q1 (Jan to Mar)", 

               "startDate": "2017-01-01T00:00:00", 

               "endDate": "2017-03-31T00:00:00", 

               "metric": "A", 

               "earnedUnits": 4, 

               "learningUnitId": "HEIMS_3029_BUSN1011", 

               "inProgress": false, 

               "levelOfStudyKey": null, 

               "levelOfStudyTitle": null, 

               "fieldOfStudyKey": null, 

               "fieldOfStudyTitle": null, 

               "files": [] 

            }], 

            "files": [{ 

               "fileType": "Score Report", 

               "fileName": "360 - API Specification.docx", 

               "fileTitle": "Flindy/Courses File", 

               "fileFormat": "Word Document", 

               "extension": "docx", 

               "mediaType": "application/vnd.openxmlformats-

officedocument.wordprocessingml.document", 

               "fileDownloadUrl": "https://localhost:44300/api/Files/File/d40438a6-e48c-

4995-b3b2-ddd37d688e0c", 

               "uploadedDate": "2017-09-25T12:51:40.5849692", 

               "fileSize": 274432 

            }] 

         }] 

      }], 

      "links": [] 

   }, 

   "messages": null 

} 

GET /Learners/ByPersonId/:id/ClaimSummary 

Returns the claim summary of the learner specified by the personid :id, paged by provider. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

:id String The person id of the learner in which to 
retrieve a claim summary 

top Integer Specifies the number of providers to 
return in this call  
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(optional, 
default: 10) 

skip Integer Used in conjunction with top to iterate 
through all records in this set.  Skips 
ahead the provided number of results and 
selects the remaining results. 

Returns: 

A collection of Learner Claim Summary Entities. 

Example Request: 

GET https://360/api/Learners/ByPersonId/3fc2f364 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

   "status": "success", 

   "data": { 

      "list": [{ 

         "provider": { 

            "name": "The University of Queensland", 

            "recognized": true, 

            "providerId": "HEIMS_3019", 

            "classification": "10", 

            "tradingName": null, 

            "identities": [{ 

               "name": "training.gov.au", 

               "value": "1511", 

               "endDate": "2022-09-30T00:00:00" 

            }, { 

               "name": "BANNER", 

               "value": "3019", 

               "endDate": null 

            }, { 

               "name": "HEIMS", 

               "value": "3019", 

               "endDate": null 

            }] 

         }, 

         "files": [], 

         "claimGroups": [{ 

            "learningUnitType": "Course", 

            "claims": [{ 

               "claimId": null, 

               "key": "IBOL 1011", 

               "title": "Egnetics and Evolution", 

               "recognized": true, 

               "verificationStatus": "Unknown", 

               "verificationDate": null, 

               "completionStatus": "Unknown", 

               "term": "Q1 (Jan to Mar)", 

               "startDate": "2014-01-01T00:00:00", 

               "endDate": "2014-03-31T00:00:00", 

               "metric": "A", 

               "earnedUnits": 4, 

               "learningUnitId": "HEIMS_3019_BIOL1011", 

               "inProgress": false, 

               "levelOfStudyKey": null, 

               "levelOfStudyTitle": null, 

               "fieldOfStudyKey": null, 

               "fieldOfStudyTitle": null, 

               "files": [] 

            }, { 
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               "claimId": null, 

               "key": "IBOL 1012", 

               "title": "Naimal Biology", 

               "recognized": true, 

               "verificationStatus": "Unknown", 

               "verificationDate": null, 

               "completionStatus": "Unknown", 

               "term": "Q1 (Jan to Mar)", 

               "startDate": "2014-01-01T00:00:00", 

               "endDate": "2014-03-31T00:00:00", 

               "metric": "A", 

               "earnedUnits": 4, 

               "learningUnitId": "HEIMS_3019_BIOL1012", 

               "inProgress": false, 

               "levelOfStudyKey": null, 

               "levelOfStudyTitle": null, 

               "fieldOfStudyKey": null, 

               "fieldOfStudyTitle": null, 

               "files": [] 

            }], 

            "files": [] 

         }] 

      }, { 

         "provider": { 

            "name": "Flinders University of South Australia", 

            "recognized": true, 

            "providerId": "HEIMS_3029", 

            "classification": "10", 

            "tradingName": "Flindy", 

            "identities": [{ 

               "name": "BANNER", 

               "value": "3029", 

               "endDate": null 

            }, { 

               "name": "HEIMS", 

               "value": "3029", 

               "endDate": null 

            }] 

         }, 

         "files": [{ 

            "fileType": "Transcript", 

            "fileName": "Image Copy Deployment.md", 

            "fileTitle": "Flindy-Specific File", 

            "fileFormat": "Binary Data", 

            "extension": "md", 

            "mediaType": "application/octet-stream", 

            "fileDownloadUrl": "https://localhost:44300/api/Files/File/e05c4823-9e97-436b-

b37d-f76c0f2637d1", 

            "uploadedDate": "2017-09-25T12:51:22.7446351", 

            "fileSize": 5729 

         }], 

         "claimGroups": [{ 

            "learningUnitType": "Course", 

            "claims": [{ 
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               "claimId": null, 

               "key": "UBSN 1011", 

               "title": "Cacounting for Managers", 

               "recognized": true, 

               "verificationStatus": "Unknown", 

               "verificationDate": null, 

               "completionStatus": "Unknown", 

               "term": "Q1 (Jan to Mar)", 

               "startDate": "2017-01-01T00:00:00", 

               "endDate": "2017-03-31T00:00:00", 

               "metric": "A", 

               "earnedUnits": 4, 

               "learningUnitId": "HEIMS_3029_BUSN1011", 

               "inProgress": false, 

               "levelOfStudyKey": null, 

               "levelOfStudyTitle": null, 

               "fieldOfStudyKey": null, 

               "fieldOfStudyTitle": null, 

               "files": [] 

            }], 

            "files": [{ 

               "fileType": "Score Report", 

               "fileName": "360 - API Specification.docx", 

               "fileTitle": "Flindy/Courses File", 

               "fileFormat": "Word Document", 

               "extension": "docx", 

               "mediaType": "application/vnd.openxmlformats-

officedocument.wordprocessingml.document", 

               "fileDownloadUrl": "https://localhost:44300/api/Files/File/d40438a6-e48c-

4995-b3b2-ddd37d688e0c", 

               "uploadedDate": "2017-09-25T12:51:40.5849692", 

               "fileSize": 274432 

            }] 

         }] 

      }], 

      "links": [] 

   }, 

   "messages": null 

} 

Program Levels API 

Program Level Entity Definition 

Resources which accept and expose Program Levels do so with objects that have the following 

properties: 

Name Type Size limit Required Validation Remarks 

ProgramLevelId String 50 Yes Must be 
unique.   

This value may be any 
value defined by your 
organization, e.g. a 
sequence number, 
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uuid, or other unique 
identifier that your 
organization 
recognizes this 
Program Level by. 

Title String 200 Yes   

Program Level Operations 

GET /ProgramLevels 

Returns a list of program levels in the 360 Application.  This list is paged, and subsequent calls can be 

made to return the full set of program levels. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

top 
(optional, default: 10) 

Integer Specifies the number of program 
levels to return in this call  

Skip Integer Used in conjunction with top to 
iterate through all records in this set.  
Skips ahead the provided number of 
results and selects the remaining 
results. 
 

programLevelId(optional) string Used to filter the results by Program 
Level Id 

Returns: 

A collection of Program Level Entities. 

Example Request: 

GET https://360/api/ProgramLevels?top=2 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

   "status": "success", 

   "data": { 

      "list": [{ 

         "programLevelId": "undergraduate ", 

         "title": "Undergraduate " 

      },[{ 

         "programLevelId": "graduate ", 

         "title": "graduate " 

      }], 

      "links": [] 

   }, 

   "messages": null 

} 

GET /ProgramLevels/:ProgramLevelId 

Returns a program level in the 360 Application.   

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

programLevelId string Program Level Id 

 

Returns: 

A Program Level Entities. 

Example Request: 

GET https://360/api/ProgramLevels/undergraduate 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

   "status": "success", 

   "data": { 

         entity": {"programLevelId": "undergraduate", 

         "title": "Undergraduate"  

}, 

   "links": [], 

   },  

   "messages": null 

} 

 

POST /ProgramLevels/:programLevelId 

Adds a new program level to the 360 Application. 

This call specifies a parameter, ProgramLevelId, which can be used in subsequent calls to access or 
modify this program level. 

Parameter values specified in the request URL, programLevelId, supersede what is specified in the 
request body. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

N/A 
(ProgramLevel 
Entity) 

HTTP Body The program level to create 

 

Returns: 

The program level that was just created. 

Example Request: 

POST https://localhost:44300/api/ProgramLevels/undergraduate HTTP/1.1 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

 

{ 

  "title": "Undergraduate Level" 

 } 

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

   "status": "success", 

   "data":{ 

      "entity": { 

         "programLevelId": "undergraduate ", 

         "title": "Undergraduate" 

      }, 

      "links": [] 

   }, 

   "messages": null 

} 

PUT /ProgramLevels/:programLevelId 

Updates the specified program level in the 360 Application. 

The ProgramLevelId must identify a program level that already exists in the 360 Application. 

Parameter values specified in the request URL, programLevelId, supersede what is specified in the 
request body. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

N/A 
(ProgramLevel 
Entity) 

HTTP Body The program level to update 

 

Returns: 

The program level that was just updated. 

Example Request: 

PUST https://localhost:44300/api/ProgramLevels/undergraduate HTTP/1.1 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

 

{ 

  "title": "Undergraduate" 

 } 

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

   "status": "success", 

   "data":{ 

      "entity": { 

         "programLevelId": "undergraduate", 

         "title": "Undergraduate Level" 

      }, 

      "links": [] 

   }, 

   "messages": null 

} 

Program Award Type API 

Program Award Type Entity Definition 

Resources which accept and expose Program Award Type do so with objects that have the following 

properties: 

Name Type Size limit Required Validation Remarks 

ProgramAwardTypeId String 50 Yes Must be 
unique.   

This value may be any 
value defined by your 
organization, e.g. a 
sequence number, 
uuid, or other unique 
identifier that your 
organization 
recognizes this 
Program Award Type 
by. 

Title String 200 Yes   

ProgramLevelId String 50 Yes Must exists. This value of identifier 
of a program level that 
already exists in the 
360 Application 

Program Award Type Operations 

GET /ProgramAwardTypes 

Returns a list of program award types in the 360 Application.  This list is paged, and subsequent calls can 

be made to return the full set of program awards. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 
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top 
(optional, default: 10) 

Integer Specifies the number of award 
types to return in this call  

Skip Integer Used in conjunction with top to 
iterate through all records in this 
set.  Skips ahead the provided 
number of results and selects the 
remaining results. 
 

programAwardTypeId(optional) string Used to filter the results by 
Program Award Type Id 

Returns: 

A collection of Program Award Type Entities. 

Example Request: 

GET https://360/api/ProgramLevels?top=2 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

   { 

   "status": "success", 

   "data": { 

      "list": [ 

                  { 

            "programAwardTypeId": "associate", 

            "title": "Associates", 

            "programLevelId": "undergraduate", 

            "levelTitle": " undergraduate Level" 

 

         }, 

                  { 

            "programAwardTypeId": "Master", 

            "title": "Masters ", 

            "programLevelId": "graduate ", 

            "levelTitle": "Graduate Level " 

         } 

      ], 

      "links": [] 

   }, 

   "messages": null 

} 

 

GET /ProgramAwardTypes/:programAwardTypeId 

Returns a program award type in the 360 Application. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

programAwardTypeId string Program Award Type Id 

Returns: 

A Program Award Type Entity. 

Example Request: 
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GET https://360/api/ProgramLevels/associate HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

Example Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

   { 

   "status": "success", 

   "data": { 

      "entity": { 

            "programAwardTypeId": "associate", 

            "title": "Associates", 

            "programLevelId": "undergraduate", 

            "levelTitle": " undergraduate Level" 

 

         }, 

      "links": [] 

   }, 

   "messages": null 

} 

POST /ProgramAwardTypes/:programAwardTypeId 

Adds a new program award type to the 360 Application. 

This call specifies a parameter, ProgramAwardTypeId, which can be used in subsequent calls to access 
or modify this program award type. 

Parameter values specified in the request URL, programAwardTypeId, supersede what is specified in the 
request body. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

N/A 
(ProgramAwardType 
Entity) 

HTTP Body The program award type to create 

 

Returns: 

The program award type that was just created. 

Example Request: 
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POST https://localhost:44300/api/ProgramAwardTypes/bachelor HTTP/1.1 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

 

{ 

  "title": "Bachelor", 

  "ProgramLevelId": "undergraduate" 

 } 

Example Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

   "status": "success", 

   "data": { 

      "entity": { 

         "programAwardTypeId": "bachelor", 

         "programLevelId": "undergraduate", 

         "title": "Bachelor" 

      }, 

      "links": [] 

   }, 

   "messages": null 

} 

PUT /ProgramAwardTypes/:programAwardTypeId 

Updates the specified program award type in the 360 Application. 

The ProgramAwardTypeId must identify a program award type that already exists in the 360 
Application. 

Parameter values specified in the request URL, programAwardTypeId, supersede what is specified in the 
request body. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

N/A 
(ProgramAwardType 
Entity) 

HTTP Body The program award type to update 

 

Returns: 

The program award type that was just updated. 

Example Request: 
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PUST https://localhost:44300/api/ProgramAwardTypes/bachelor HTTP/1.1 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

 

{ 

  "title": "Bachelor Degree", 

"ProgramLevelId": "undergraduate" 

 } 

Example Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

   "status": "success", 

   "data": { 

      "entity": { 

         "programAwardTypeId": "bachelor", 

         "programLevelId": "undergraduate", 

         "title": "Bachelor" 

      }, 

      "links": [] 

   }, 

   "messages": null 

} 

 

Program Award API 

Program Award Entity Definition 

Resources which accept and expose Program Award do so with objects that have the following 

properties: 

Name Type Size limit Required Validation Remarks 

ProgramAwardId String 50 Yes Must be 
unique.   

This value may be any 
value defined by your 
organization, e.g. a 
sequence number, 
uuid, or other unique 
identifier that your 
organization 
recognizes this 
Program Award by. 

Title String 200 Yes   

ProgramAwardTypeId String 50 Yes Must exists. This value of identifier 
of a program award 
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type that already 
exists in the 360 
Application 

 

Program Award Operations 

GET /ProgramAwards 

Returns a list of program awards in the 360 Application.  This list is paged, and subsequent calls can be 

made to return the full set of program awards. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

top 
(optional, default: 10) 

Integer Specifies the number of awards to 
return in this call  

Skip Integer Used in conjunction with top to 
iterate through all records in this set.  
Skips ahead the provided number of 
results and selects the remaining 
results. 
 

programAwardId(optional) string Used to filter the results by Program 
Award Id 

Returns: 

A collection of Program Award Entities. 

Example Request: 

GET https://360/api/ProgramLevels?top=2 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

{ 

   "status": "success", 

   "data": { 

      "list": [ 

                  { 

            "programAwardId": "Marketing", 

            "title": "B.S. in Marketing", 

            "programAwardTypeId": "bachelor" 

            "programAwardTypeTitle": "Bachelor", 

            "programLevelId": "undergraduate ", 

            "programLevelTitle": "Undergraduate " 

 

         }, 

                  { 

            "programAwardId": "Marketing", 

            "title": "Masters in Marketing", 

            "programAwardTypeId": "masters", 

            "programAwardTypeTitle": "Masters", 

            "programLevelId": "graduate", 

            "programLevelTitle": "Graduate " 

         } 

      ], 

      "links": [] 

   }, 

   "messages": null 

} 

 

GET /ProgramAwards/:ProgramAwardId 

Returns a program awards in the 360 Application. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

programAwardId String Program Award Id 

Returns: 

A Program Award Entities. 

Example Request: 
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GET https://360/api/ProgramLevels/Marketing HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

Example Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

{ 

   "status": "success", 

   "data": { 

      "entity { 

            "programAwardId": "Marketing", 

            "title": "B.S. in Marketing", 

            "programAwardTypeId": "bachelor" 

            "programAwardTypeTitle": "Bachelor", 

            "programLevelId": "undergraduate ", 

            "programLevelTitle": "Undergraduate " 

 

         }, 

      "links": [] 

   }, 

   "messages": null 

} 

POST /ProgramAwards/:programAwardId 

Adds a new program award to the 360 Application. 

This call specifies a parameter, ProgramAwardId, which can be used in subsequent calls to access or 
modify this program award. 

Parameter values specified in the request URL, programAwardId, supersede what is specified in the 
request body. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

N/A 
(ProgramAward 
Entity) 

HTTP Body The program award to create 

 

Returns: 

The program award that was just created. 

Example Request: 
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POST https://localhost:44300/api/ProgramAwards/advertising HTTP/1.1 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

 

{ 

  "Title": ""B.S. In Advertising", 

  "ProgramAwardTypeId": "bachelor" 

 } 

Example Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

   "status": "success", 

   "data": { 

      "entity": { 

         "programAwardId": "advertising", 

         "programAwardTypeId": " bachelor", 

         "title": "B.S. In Advertising" 

      }, 

      "links": [] 

   }, 

   "messages": null 

} 

PUT /ProgramAwards/:programAwardId 

Updates the specified program level in the 360 Application. 

The ProgramAward must identify a program award that already exists in the 360 Application. 

Parameter values specified in the request URL, programAwardId, supersede what is specified in the 
request body. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

N/A 
(ProgramAward 
Entity) 

HTTP Body The program award to update 

 

Returns: 

The program award that was just updated. 

Example Request: 
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PUST https://localhost:44300/api/ProgramAwards/advertising HTTP/1.1 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

 

{ 

  "title": "B.S. In Advertising/Marketing", 

"programAwardTypeId": "undergraduate" 

 } 

Example Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

   "status": "success", 

   "data": { 

      "entity": { 

         "programAwardId": "advertising", 

         "programAwardTypeId": " bachelor", 

         "title": "B.S. In Advertising/Marketing" 

      }, 

      "links": [] 

   }, 

   "messages": null 

} 

 

Programs API 

Program Entity Definition 

Resources which accept and expose Programs do so with objects that have the following properties: 

Name Type Size 
limit 

Require
d 

Validation Remarks 

institutionProgramId String 50 Yes Must be unique.   This value may be 
any value defined by 
your organization, 
e.g. a sequence 
number, uuid, or 
other unique 
identifier that your 
organization 
recognizes this 
program by. 

institutionId String 50 Yes Must always be 
the value 

This value may be 
any value defined by 
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representing the 
host institution. 

your organization, 
e.g. a sequence 
number, uuid, or 
other unique 
identifier that your 
organization 
recognizes this 
institution by. 

commonProgramCode String 15 No  A program identifier 
from a common 
standard, such as 
CIP. 

concentration String 100 No  A concentration title 
for the program, if 
one exists. 

creditsRequiredForGraduati
on 

Decimal  No  The number of 
credits required to 
graduate from the 
program. 

startDate Date  No  A date when this 
program was first 
available; a date in 
the future implies 
that the program is 
not yet available. 

endDate Date  No Must always 
occur after the 
startDate 
supplied. Cannot 
exist if a 
startDate is not 
supplied. 

A date when this 
program was last 
available; a date in 
the past implies that 
the program is no 
longer available. 

isAwardable Boolean  Yes  Whether the 
institution awards a 
degree upon 
completion of the 
program. 

isEnrollable Boolean  Yes  Whether students 
can currently enroll 
in the program. 

maxStudyAbroadCredits Decimal  No  The maximum 
number of study 
abroad credits that 
count toward 
completion; null 
implies no limit. 
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maxTransferCreditsAllowed Decimal  No  The maximum 
number of transfer 
credits that count 
toward completion; 
null implies no limit. 

programAwardId String 50 No If specified, 
must be a 
recognized 
value. 

If an award is earned 
for completing the 
program, the 
identifier that your 
organization uses to 
represent the 
award. 

programUrl String  500 No  The optional fully-
qualified URL used 
to get more 
information about 
the program. 

onlineApplicationUrl String 500 No  The optional fully-
qualified URL for an 
online application to 
the program. 

title String 100 Yes   

academicDivisionId String 50 Yes   

sourceProgramId String 50 No If specified, 
must be a 
recognized 
value; Cannot 
introduce a 
circular 
reference. 

If another program 
represents the 
immediately 
previous version of 
this program, the 
institutionProgramI
d of that program. 

sourceProgramEndDate Date  No If specified,  
must be valid 
date. Works in 
conjuction with 
sourceProgramI
d 

Specifies the new 
endDate of the 
source program.  If 
not supplied and 
sourceProgramId is 
supplied, the 
endDate of the 
source program is 
set to the prior day 
of the startDate of 
this program. 
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Additional Requirements: 

In addition to the institutionProgramId property noted above, programs are uniquely identified by a 

combination of property values. Attempts to create or update programs that fail to meet this 

requirement will produce an error response. The unique field combination consists of: 

- institutionId 

- title 

- concentration 

- programAward 

- startDate 

Programs can be related to one another using the sourceProgramId property. Furthermore, a program 

that is specified as a source program can itself have a sourceProgramId, creating a “chain” of related 

programs. 

To keep program chains consistent, some additional validation is performed when a POST or PUT 

operation includes a valid sourceProgramId. 

- No two programs in the chain can have overlapping start and end dates. 
- Programs chains must be in chronological order. 
- No program in the chain can reference itself as a source program, either: 

o directly, i.e. its sourceProgramId is equal to its institutionProgramId 
o or indirectly, i.e. the source chain eventually creates a loop.  

Program Operations 

POST /Providers/:institutionId/Programs/:institutionProgramId 

Adds a new program to the 360 Application for the specified provider. 

This call specifies a parameter, institutionProgramId, which can be used in subsequent calls to access or 
modify this program for this institution. 

Parameter values specified in the request URL, i.e. institutionId and institutionProgramId, supersede 
those specified in the request body. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

N/A (Program 
Entity) 

HTTP Body The program to create 

 

Returns: 

The program that was just created. 

Example Request: 
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POST https://localhost:44300/api/Providers/A/Programs/test-prog-1 HTTP/1.1 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

 

{ 

  "commonProgramCode": "38.0102", 

  "concentration": "Applied logic", 

  "creditsRequiredForGraduation": 120, 

  "startDate": "2020-01-01", 

  "endDate": null, 

  "isAwardable": true, 

  "isEnrollable": false, 

  "maxStudyAbroadCredits": null, 

  "maxTransferCreditsAllowed": null, 

  "programAwardId": "160_117", 

  "programUrl": "https://fake.institution.edu.test1152/programs/test-prog-1", 

  "title": "test-prog-1-title", 

  "academicDivisionId": "150", 

  "sourceProgramId": "test-prog-0" 

 } 

Example Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

   "status": "success", 

   "data": { 

      "entity": { 

         "commonProgramCode": "38.0102", 

         "concentration": "Applied logic", 

         "creditsRequiredForGraduation": 120, 

         "startDate": "2020-01-01", 

         "endDate": null, 

         "isAwardable": true, 

         "isEnrollable": false, 

         "maxStudyAbroadCredits": null, 

         "maxTransferCreditsAllowed": null, 

         "programAwardId": "160_117", 

         "programUrl": "https://fake.institution.edu.test1152/programs/test-prog-1", 

         "title": "test-prog-1-title", 

         "academicDivisionId": "150", 

         "sourceProgramId": "test-prog-0" 

      }, 

      "links": [] 

   }, 

   "messages": null 

} 
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PUT /Providers/:institutionId/Programs/:institutionProgramId 

Updates the specified program in the 360 Application for the specified provider. 

The combination of institutionId and institutionProgramId must jointly identify a program that already 
exists in the 360 Application. 

Parameter values specified in the request URL, i.e. institutionId and institutionProgramId, supersede 
those specified in the request body. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

N/A (Program Entity) HTTP Body The program to create 

isSignificantChange bool Indicates whether the change is 
signification and should trigger related 
data to get flagged for review. 

updateSignificanceNote string Note for the reviewer of the related 
data changes triggered from the 
significant change. 

 

Returns: 

The program that was just updated. 

Example Request: 
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PUT https://localhost:44300/api/Providers/A/Programs/test-prog-1 HTTP/1.1 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

 

{ 

  "commonProgramCode": "38.0102", 

  "concentration": "Applied logic", 

  "creditsRequiredForGraduation": 120, 

  "startDate": "2020-01-01", 

  "endDate": null, 

  "isAwardable": true, 

  "isEnrollable": false, 

  "maxStudyAbroadCredits": null, 

  "maxTransferCreditsAllowed": null, 

  "programAwardId": "160_117", 

  "programUrl": "https://fake.institution.edu.test1152/programs/test-prog-1", 

  "title": "test-prog-1-title", 

  "academicDivisionId": "150", 

  "sourceProgramId": "test-prog-0", 

  "isSignificantChange": false, 

  "updateSignificanceNote": null 

 } 

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

   "status": "success", 

   "data": { 

      "entity": { 

         "commonProgramCode": "38.0102", 

         "concentration": "Applied logic", 

         "creditsRequiredForGraduation": 120, 

         "startDate": "2020-01-01", 

         "endDate": null, 

         "isAwardable": true, 

         "isEnrollable": false, 

         "maxStudyAbroadCredits": null, 

         "maxTransferCreditsAllowed": null, 

         "programAwardId": "160_117", 

         "programUrl": "https://fake.institution.edu.test1152/programs/test-prog-1", 

         "title": "test-prog-1-title", 

         "academicDivisionId": "150", 

         "sourceProgramId": "test-prog-0" 

      }, 

      "links": [] 

   }, 

   "messages": null 

} 
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Transfer Credit Petitions Retrieval API 

Transfer Credit Petition Entity Definition 

Schema notes: because of the complexity of the Transfer Credit Petition Entity, its full schema is 

provided in Appendix 1. 

The Transfer Credit Petitions resource exposes Credit objects that have the following properties: 

Name Type May be 
null 

Description 

transferCreditPetitionId Integer No The petition number (e.g. Petition 
#XX); uniquely identifies this petition 
to 360. 

applicationId String Yes 

The value of the corresponding 
application, as defined by the host 
institution, if provided. 

programId String No 

The value that uniquely identifies the 
petitioned program to the host 
institution 

programName String No The name of the petitioned program 

campusId String Yes 

The value that uniquely identifies the 
petitioned campus to the host 
institution 

campusName String No The name of the petitioned campus 

dateSubmitted Date No 
The date and time when the credit 
petition was originally submitted 

state String No 

The name of the current state.  
Recognized values are (in order of 
processing):  
"review", "transferAssessment", 
"creditPolicyAssessment", "advising", 
"conveyance", "confirmation", 
"posting", "posted", "cancelled" 

stateStartDate Date Yes 

The date and time when the petition 
entered the associated state, 
denoted by the "state" field 

stateInProgress Boolean No 

True, if the state is in progress (i.e., 
the petition has been claimed by a 
user, denoted by the fields 
"stateOwnerName", and 
"stateAccountId") 

stateOwnerName String Yes 

The name (first, last) of the user who 
is acting on the current state, if the 
state is in progress 
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stateOwnerAccountId String Yes 

The value that uniquely identifies the 
user who is acting on the current 
state to the host institution, if the 
state is in progress 

isCreditPolicyOverridden Boolean Yes 

True, if the associated program's 
credit policy has been overridden for 
this petition.  False, if the associated 
program's credit policy has not been 
overridden for this petition.  Null, if 
the decision has not yet been made. 

creditPolicyOverrideReasonKey String Yes 

If the associated program's credit 
policy has been overridden for this 
petition, this holds the key (i.e. 
identifier) of the reason code 
associated with the override 

creditPolicyOverrideReasonTitle String Yes 

If the associated program's credit 
policy has been overridden for this 
petition, this holds the description of 
the reason code associated with the 
override 

creditPolicyOverrideReasonTitle String Yes 

If the associated program's credit 
policy has been overridden for this 
petition, this holds any additional 
notes provided by the assessor, if 
provided 

hasOfferBeenConveyed Boolean Yes 

True, if the petition's credit offer was 
conveyed to the learner.  False, if the 
credit offer is ready to be conveyed 
to the learner, but has not yet been 
marked as conveyed in the system.  
Null, if the credit offer is not yet 
ready to be conveyed to the learner. 

offerDate String Yes 
The date which the petition's credit 
offer was conveyed to the learner. 

offerBasisReasonKey String Yes 

If the petition's credit offer was 
conveyed to the learner, this holds 
the key (i.e. identifier) of the basis of 
credit reason code associated with 
the conveyance. 

offerBasisReasonValue String Yes 

If the petition's credit offer was 
conveyed to the learner, this holds 
the description of the basis of credit 
reason code associated with the 
conveyance. 
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isPetitionCancelled Boolean No True, if the petition was cancelled. 

cancellationReasonKey String Yes 

If this petition has been cancelled, 
this holds the key (i.e. identifier) of 
the reason code associated with the 
cancellation 

cancellationReasonTitle String Yes 

If this petition has been cancelled, 
this holds the description of the 
reason code associated with the 
cancel 

cancellationInternalNotes String Yes 

If this petition has been cancelled, 
this holds any internal notes 
provided regarding the cancellation, 
if provided. 

cancellationExternalNotes String Yes 

If this petition has been cancelled, 
this holds any external notes (i.e., 
appropriate to transmit to the 
associated learner) regarding the 
cancellation, if provided 

items 

Array of 
Transfer 
Credit 
Petition 
Details Yes 

Details about the source and target 
learning that went into this petition.  
This will be null unless a call to the 
associated details URL is made. 

learnerNote String Yes 
Note from the learner at time of 
submission. 

 

A provider object returned via the API may have the following links: 

Name Description 

details A reference to the full details of this petition, which includes the items 
collection of Transfer Credit Petition Details 

 

Transfer Credit Petition Detail Entity Definition 

Calls to /TransferCreditPetitions/:id/Details will return back a single Transfer Credit Petition entity, along 

with an array of details.  The fields found in each detail record are: 

Name Type May be 
null 

Description 

provider String No 
The name of the learner's provider for which this 
learning applies  

providerId String Yes 
The value that uniquely identifies the associated 
provider to the host institution 
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comparableId String Yes 

If a comparable was found for this set of learning, 
the value that uniquely identifies the comparable 
to the host institution 

doesNotTransfer Boolean Yes 

True, if a comparable was found for this set of 
learning, that the host institution does not accept 
(i.e. a Do Not Transfer evaluation).  False, if a 
comparable was found for this set of learning that 
the host institution accepts.  Null, if no comparable 
was found for this set of learning 

totalAwardedUnits Decimal Yes 

If a comparable was found for this set of learning, 
and the comparable specifies that the learner 
receives a certain type of quantity measure (i.e. 
credit), the total amount of that award across all 
the associated target learning items 

isPrecedent Boolean Yes 

True, if the comparable found for this set of 
learning is a precedent.  False, if the comparable 
found for this set of learning is not a precedent.  
Null, if no comparable was found for this set of 
learning. 

startDate Date Yes 

If a comparable was found for this set of learning, 
the date for which the host institution began 
accepting transfer credit for this comparable 

endDate Date Yes 

If a comparable was found for this set of learning, 
the date for which the host institution has indicated 
that they will no longer accepting transfer credit for 
this comparable 

sources 

Array of 
Transfer 
Credit 
Petition 
Source Items No 

The source learning items that were evaluated as a 
set for this record. 

targets 

Array of 
Transfer 
Credit 
Petition 
Target Items No 

The target learning items that were found to be 
comparable for the provided source learning units. 

 

 

Transfer Credit Petition Source Item Entity Definition 

Calls to /TransferCreditPetitions/:id/Details will return back a single Transfer Credit Petition entity, along 

with an array of details.  Each details record may have one or more Source Item records.  The fields 

found in each source record item are: 
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Name Type May 
be 
null 

Description 

learningUnitTitle String No 

The name of the 
learning unit the 
learner has claimed for 
credit 

learningUnitType String No 

The type of learning for 
this learning unit (i.e., 
"course", 
"assessment", or 
"credential") 

learningUnitId String Yes 

The value that uniquely 
identifies this learning 
unit to the host 
institution 

startDate Date Yes 

The date on or about 
when this learner 
started this learning 
item.  Can be null since 
the data may not be 
required for the 
learning unit type of 
the claim. 

endDate Date Yes 

The date on or about 
when this learner 
stopped and received 
an outcome for this 
learning item.  Can be 
null since the data may 
not be required for the 
learning unit type of 
the claim. 

term String Yes 

The name of the term 
in which the learner 
claimed to take this 
learning.  Can be null 
since the data may not 
be required for the 
learning unit type of 
the claim. 

verificationStatus String No 

An indicator denoting 
whether evidence of 
learning (EVOL) has 
been provided for this 
claim. 
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isExcludedFromPetition Boolean No 

True if this claim was 
excluded from 
assessment as part of 
the petition process. 

excludedFromPetitionReasonKey String Yes 

If the claim was 
excluded from the 
petition, this holds the 
key (i.e. identifier) of 
the exclusion code 
associated with the 
exclusion 

excludedFromPetitionReasonNotes String Yes 

If the claim was 
excluded from the 
petition, this holds 
notes associated with 
the exclusion, if 
provided. 

excludedFromPetitionReasonTitle String Yes 

If the claim was 
excluded from the 
petition, this holds the 
description of the 
exclusion code 
associated with the 
exclusion 

fieldOfStudyKey String Yes 

The key portion of the 
Field of Study 
associated with this 
learning unit, if 
provided. 

fieldOfStudyTitle String Yes 

The title portion of the 
Field of Study 
associated with this 
learning unit, if 
provided 

levelOfStudyKey String Yes 

The key portion of the 
Level of Study 
associated with this 
learning unit, if 
provided 

levelOfStudyTitle String Yes 

The title portion of the 
Level of Study 
associated with this 
learning unit, if 
provided 

metric String Yes 
The value of the metric 
for this claim.  
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isInProgress Boolean Yes 

True if the learning 
associated with this 
claim is still in progress 

completionStatus 

One of (“Unknown”, 
“NotSuccessfullyCompleted”, 
“SuccessfullyCompleted”) No 

An indicator denoting 
the completion status 
for this claim. 

 

 

Transfer Credit Petition Target Item Entity Definition 

Calls to /TransferCreditPetitions/:id/Details will return back a single Transfer Credit Petition entity, along 

with an array of details.  Each details record may have one or more Target Item records.  The fields 

found in each target record item are: 

Name Type May be 
null 

Description 

learningUnitTitle String No 
The name of the learning unit that was 
found to be comparable to the claim 

learningUnitType String No 
The type of the learning that was found to 
be comparable to the claim 

learningUnitId String Yes 
The value that uniquely identifies this 
learning unit to the host institution 

awardedUnits Decimal No 
The quantity amount of the award 
associated with this learning unit 

isExcludedFromOffer Boolean No 
True, if this learning unit has been 
excluded from the offer 

excludedFromOfferReasonKey String Yes 

If the learning was excluded from the 
offer,  this holds the key (i.e. identifier) of 
the exclusion code associated with the 
exclusion 

excludedFromOfferReasonTitle String Yes 

If the learning was excluded from the 
offer,  this holds notes associated with the 
exclusion, if provided. 

excludedFromOfferReasonNotes String Yes 

If the learning was excluded from the 
offer,  this holds the description of the 
exclusion code associated with the 
exclusion 

gradeCodeKey String Yes 

If the host system supports the entry of 
grade codes associated with the learning, 
and a grade code has been applied, this 
holds the key (i.e. identifier) of the grade 
code 

gradeCodeTitle String Yes 
If the host system supports the entry of 
grade codes associated with the learning, 
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and a grade code has been applied, this 
holds the description of the grade code 

 

 

Transfer Credit Petition Operations 

GET /TransferCreditPetitions 

Returns a list of transfer credit petitions that are currently in-progress, or have been completed in the 

360 Application.  This list is paged, and subsequent calls can be made to return the full set of transfer 

credit petitions. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

top 
(optional, 
default: 10) 

Integer Specifies the number of providers to 
return in this call  

skip Integer Used in conjunction with top to iterate 
through all records in this set.  Skips 
ahead the provided number of results and 
selects the remaining results. 

Returns: 

A collection of Transfer Credit Petition Entities. 

Example Request: 

GET https://360/api/TransferCreditPetitions?top=2 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

    "data": { 

        "links": [ 

            { 

                "href": 

"https://localhost:44300/api/TransferCreditPetitions?top=10&skip=10", 

                "rel": "next" 

            } 

        ], 

        "list": [ 

            { 

                "entity": { 

                    "campusId": "Main", 

                    "campusName": "Main", 

                    "cancellationExternalNotes": null, 

                    "cancellationInternalNotes": null, 

                    "cancellationReasonKey": null, 

                    "cancellationReasonTitle": null, 

                    "creditPolicyOverrideReasonKey": null, 

                    "creditPolicyOverrideReasonNotes": null, 

                    "creditPolicyOverrideReasonTitle": null, 

                    "dateSubmitted": "2016-03-30T14:59:08.6911223", 

                    "hasOfferBeenConveyed": true, 

                    "isCreditPolicyOverridden": false, 

                    "isPetitionCancelled": false, 

                    "items": null, 

                    "offerBasisReasonKey": "0100", 

                    "offerBasisReasonValue": "0100 - Credit/RPL was offered for prior 

higher education study only", 

                    "offerDate": "2014-04-19T00:00:00", 

                    "programId": "107|", 

                    "programName": "Associate Degree in Information Studies 107|", 

                    "state": "Posted", 

                    "stateInProgress": false, 

                    "stateOwnerAccountId": null, 

                    "stateOwnerName": null, 

                    "stateStartDate": null, 

                    "learnerNote": “Received an A+” 

                }, 

                "links": [ 

                    { 

                        "href": "https://localhost:44300/api/TransferCreditPetitions/1", 

                        "rel": "Details" 

                    } 

                ] 

            }, 

            { 

                "entity": { 
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                    "campusId": "Main", 

                    "campusName": "Main", 

                    "cancellationExternalNotes": null, 

                    "cancellationInternalNotes": null, 

                    "cancellationReasonKey": null, 

                    "cancellationReasonTitle": null, 

                    "creditPolicyOverrideReasonKey": null, 

                    "creditPolicyOverrideReasonNotes": null, 

                    "creditPolicyOverrideReasonTitle": null, 

                    "dateSubmitted": "2016-04-01T07:24:11.9641948", 

                    "hasOfferBeenConveyed": true, 

                    "isCreditPolicyOverridden": false, 

                    "isPetitionCancelled": false, 

                    "items": null, 

                    "offerBasisReasonKey": "00000012345678", 

                    "offerBasisReasonValue": "test again", 

                    "offerDate": "2016-04-19T00:00:00", 

                    "programId": "119|", 

                    "programName": "Bachelor of Science/ Bachelor of Information Technology 

", 

                    "state": "Posted", 

                    "stateInProgress": false, 

                    "stateOwnerAccountId": null, 

                    "stateOwnerName": null, 

                    "stateStartDate": null, 

                    "learnerNote": “Need 2 Credits” 

                }, 

                "links": [ 

                    { 

                        "href": "https://localhost:44300/api/TransferCreditPetitions/2", 

                        "rel": "Details" 

                    } 

                ] 

            } 

        ] 

    }, 

    "messages": null, 

    "status": "success" 

} 

GET /TransferCreditPetitions/:state 

Returns a list of transfer credit petitions that are currently in-progress for the given state parameter in 

the URL. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

state String Must be one of  
"review", "transferAssessment", 
"creditPolicyAssessment", "advising", 
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"conveyance", "confirmation", "posting", 
"posted", "cancelled" 
 

top 
(optional, 
default: 10) 

Integer Specifies the number of providers to 
return in this call  

skip Integer Used in conjunction with top to iterate 
through all records in this set.  Skips 
ahead the provided number of results and 
selects the remaining results. 

Returns: 

A collection of Transfer Credit Petition Entities. 

Example Request: 

GET https://360/api/TransferCreditPetitions/Conveyance?top=2 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

    "data": { 

        "links": [ 

            { 

                "href": 

"https://localhost:44300/api/TransferCreditPetitions/Conveyance?top=2&skip=2", 

                "rel": "next" 

            } 

        ], 

        "list": [ 

            { 

                "entity": { 

                    "campusId": "Main", 

                    "campusName": "Main", 

                    "cancellationExternalNotes": null, 

                    "cancellationInternalNotes": null, 

                    "cancellationReasonKey": null, 

                    "cancellationReasonTitle": null, 

                    "creditPolicyOverrideReasonKey": null, 

                    "creditPolicyOverrideReasonNotes": null, 

                    "creditPolicyOverrideReasonTitle": null, 

                    "dateSubmitted": "2016-04-06T16:30:47.6802226", 

                    "hasOfferBeenConveyed": false, 

                    "isCreditPolicyOverridden": false, 

                    "isPetitionCancelled": false, 

                    "items": null, 

                    "offerBasisReasonKey": null, 

                    "offerBasisReasonValue": null, 

                    "offerDate": null, 

                    "programId": "108|47", 

                    "programName": "Bachelor of Information Studies (with Specialisations) 

108|47", 

                    "state": "Conveyance", 

                    "stateInProgress": true, 

                    "stateOwnerAccountId": "Superuser-1", 

                    "stateOwnerName": "JK- superuser", 

                    "stateStartDate": "2016-04-28T15:13:13.1721745", 

                    "learnerNote": “Need 2 Credits” 

 

                }, 

                "links": [ 

                    { 

                        "href": "https://localhost:44300/api/TransferCreditPetitions/1014", 

                        "rel": "Details" 

                    } 

                ] 

            }, 

            { 
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                "entity": { 

                    "campusId": "Main", 

                    "campusName": "Main", 

                    "cancellationExternalNotes": null, 

                    "cancellationInternalNotes": null, 

                    "cancellationReasonKey": null, 

                    "cancellationReasonTitle": null, 

                    "creditPolicyOverrideReasonKey": null, 

                    "creditPolicyOverrideReasonNotes": null, 

                    "creditPolicyOverrideReasonTitle": null, 

                    "dateSubmitted": "2016-05-04T14:04:21.3727398", 

                    "hasOfferBeenConveyed": false, 

                    "isCreditPolicyOverridden": false, 

                    "isPetitionCancelled": false, 

                    "items": null, 

                    "offerBasisReasonKey": null, 

                    "offerBasisReasonValue": null, 

                    "offerDate": null, 

                    "programId": "494|", 

                    "programName": "Bachelor of Animal Science (Honours)", 

                    "state": "Conveyance", 

                    "stateInProgress": false, 

                    "stateOwnerAccountId": null, 

                    "stateOwnerName": null, 

                    "stateStartDate": null, 

                    "learnerNote": “I got an A+” 

 

                }, 

                "links": [ 

                    { 

                        "href": "https://localhost:44300/api/TransferCreditPetitions/1037", 

                        "rel": "Details" 

                    } 

                ] 

            } 

        ] 

    }, 

    "messages": null, 

    "status": "success" 

} 

GET /TransferCreditPetitions/:id 

Returns the details of a given transfer credit petition, given it’s 360-provided Credit Petition Reference 

Id.  Unlike the calls to /TransferCreditPetitions and /TransferCreditPetitions/:state, this returns the full 

details of the credit petition, including the details of the source and target learning. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 
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id integer Value may come from the links element of 
a previously retrieved Transfer Credit 
Petition Entity. 
 

top 
(optional, 
default: 10) 

Integer Specifies the number of providers to 
return in this call  

skip Integer Used in conjunction with top to iterate 
through all records in this set.  Skips 
ahead the provided number of results and 
selects the remaining results. 

Returns: 

A single Transfer Credit Petition Entity. 

Example Request: 

GET https://360/api/TransferCreditPetitions/1014 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

    "data": { 

        "entity": { 

            "campusId": "Main", 

            "campusName": "Main", 

            "cancellationExternalNotes": null, 

            "cancellationInternalNotes": null, 

            "cancellationReasonKey": null, 

            "cancellationReasonTitle": null, 

            "creditPolicyOverrideReasonKey": null, 

            "creditPolicyOverrideReasonNotes": null, 

            "creditPolicyOverrideReasonTitle": null, 

            "dateSubmitted": "2016-04-06T16:30:47.6802226", 

            "hasOfferBeenConveyed": false, 

            "isCreditPolicyOverridden": false, 

            "isPetitionCancelled": false, 

            "items": [ 

                { 

                    "comparableId": null, 

                    "doesNotTransfer": false, 

                    "endDate": null, 

                    "isPrecedent": false, 

                    "provider": "Australian Catholic University", 

                    "providerId": "3006", 

                    "sources": [ 

                        { 

                            "endDate": "2015-05-14T04:00:00", 

                            "excludedFromPetitionReasonKey": null, 

                            "excludedFromPetitionReasonNotes": null, 

                            "excludedFromPetitionReasonTitle": null, 

                            "isExcludedFromPetition": false, 

                            "learningUnitId": "3006|ACCT 600||", 

                            "learningUnitTitle": "ACCT 600 Accounting for Decision-Making", 

                            "learningUnitType": "Course", 

                            "startDate": "2015-02-01T05:00:00", 

                            "term": "Autumn", 

                            "verificationStatus": "Unknown" 

                        } 

                    ], 

                    "startDate": "2009-10-15T00:00:00", 

                    "targets": [ 

                        { 

                            "awardedUnits": 8, 

                            "excludedFromOfferReasonKey": "0100", 

                            "excludedFromOfferReasonNotes": "error message is caused by 

unhandled DB exception for unique index violations when running the comparable map, log 

file attached for reference.\n\nin this case it seems petition 1024 on CSU QA has a bad 
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snapshot.  The learner has two providers, but in the snapshot, all claims are under one 

provider.  This is leading to duplicates.  \n", 

                            "excludedFromOfferReasonTitle": "0100 - Exceeds Allowed Higher 

Level Learning", 

                            "gradeCodeKey": null, 

                            "gradeCodeTitle": null, 

                            "isExcludedFromOffer": true, 

                            "learningUnitId": "CSU|HLT|511|8|2009|", 

                            "learningUnitTitle": "HLT 511 Clinical Judgement and Decision 

Making", 

                            "learningUnitType": "Test-Course" 

                        } 

                    ], 

                    "totalAwardedUnits": 0 

                }, 

                { 

                    "comparableId": null, 

                    "doesNotTransfer": false, 

                    "endDate": null, 

                    "isPrecedent": false, 

                    "provider": "Australian Catholic University", 

                    "providerId": "3006", 

                    "sources": [ 

                        { 

                            "endDate": "2015-05-14T04:00:00", 

                            "excludedFromPetitionReasonKey": null, 

                            "excludedFromPetitionReasonNotes": null, 

                            "excludedFromPetitionReasonTitle": null, 

                            "isExcludedFromPetition": false, 

                            "learningUnitId": "3006|ACCT 604||", 

                            "learningUnitTitle": "ACCT 604 Strategic Managerial 

Accounting", 

                            "learningUnitType": "Course", 

                            "startDate": "2015-02-01T05:00:00", 

                            "term": "Autumn", 

                            "verificationStatus": "Unknown" 

                        } 

                    ], 

                    "startDate": "2013-10-15T00:00:00", 

                    "targets": [ 

                        { 

                            "awardedUnits": 8, 

                            "excludedFromOfferReasonKey": null, 

                            "excludedFromOfferReasonNotes": null, 

                            "excludedFromOfferReasonTitle": null, 

                            "gradeCodeKey": null, 

                            "gradeCodeTitle": null, 

                            "isExcludedFromOffer": false, 

                            "learningUnitId": "CSU|ACC|240|8|2014|", 

                            "learningUnitTitle": "ACC 240 Financial Management of Small 

Business", 

                            "learningUnitType": "Test-Course" 

                        } 

                    ], 
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                    "totalAwardedUnits": 8 

                }, 

                { 

                    "comparableId": null, 

                    "doesNotTransfer": false, 

                    "endDate": null, 

                    "isPrecedent": false, 

                    "provider": "Australian Catholic University", 

                    "providerId": null, 

                    "sources": [ 

                        { 

                            "endDate": "2015-05-14T04:00:00", 

                            "excludedFromPetitionReasonKey": "0100", 

                            "excludedFromPetitionReasonNotes": "Use CSU-QA\n•    Claimed 

this petition which was in TA. \n•    Submitted 1 Evaluation request for all 4 claims. \n•    

And since I was logged in as the superuser, changed the view to ‘Evaluation request’ page. 

Completed the Evaluation request where all 6 different targets were set for this request. 
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\n•    Changed the view to the petition dashboard and click on the claimed petition which 

displayed the error message shown below. \nUse Petition#1024 to view this error message. ", 

                            "excludedFromPetitionReasonTitle": "0100 - Remedial Learning", 

                            "isExcludedFromPetition": true, 

                            "learningUnitId": "3006|ECON 600||", 

                            "learningUnitTitle": "ECON 600 Managerial Economics in a Global 

Environment", 

                            "learningUnitType": "Course", 

                            "startDate": "2015-02-01T05:00:00", 

                            "term": "Autumn", 

                            "verificationStatus": "Unknown" 

                        } 

                    ], 

                    "startDate": null, 

                    "targets": [], 

                    "totalAwardedUnits": 0 

                } 

            ], 

            "offerBasisReasonKey": null, 

            "offerBasisReasonValue": null, 

            "offerDate": null, 

            "programId": "108|47", 

            "programName": "Bachelor of Information Studies (with Specialisations) 108|47", 

            "state": "Conveyance", 

            "stateInProgress": true, 

            "stateOwnerAccountId": "Superuser-1", 

            "stateOwnerName": "JK- superuser", 

            "stateStartDate": "2016-04-28T15:13:13.1721745", 

            "learnerNote": null 

 

        }, 

        "links": [ 

            { 

                "href": "https://localhost:44300/api/TransferCreditPetitions/1014", 

                "rel": "Details" 

            } 

        ] 

    }, 

    "messages": null, 

    "status": "success" 

} 

GET /TransferCreditPetitions/ByApplicationId/:id 

Returns the details of a given transfer credit petition, given the Application Id associated with it during 

creation, or as part of the petition process.   Unlike the calls to /TransferCreditPetitions and 

/TransferCreditPetitions/:state, this returns the full details of the credit petition, including the details of 

the source and target learning. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 
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id integer The application Id that this petition is 
associated with, as defined by the host 
institution. 
 

top 
(optional, 
default: 10) 

Integer Specifies the number of providers to 
return in this call  

skip Integer Used in conjunction with top to iterate 
through all records in this set.  Skips 
ahead the provided number of results and 
selects the remaining results. 

Returns: 

A single Transfer Credit Petition Entity. 

Example Request: 

GET https://360/api/TransferCreditPetitions/ByApplicationId/1234 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

Example Response: 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

 

{ 

    "data": { 

        "entity": { 

            "applicationId": "1234", 

            "campusId": "Main", 

            "campusName": "Main", 

            "cancellationExternalNotes": "thfcbn cv bn cxv bfcdhnftguj65u dfhtrfhdn 

dfhfghfgh dfghdrfhdfh", 

            "cancellationInternalNotes": "fdgdbbdgb vbcvb", 

            "cancellationReasonKey": "CancelDueToProgramEnrollment", 

            "cancellationReasonTitle": "Learner enrolled in a different program.", 

            "creditPolicyOverrideReasonKey": null, 

            "creditPolicyOverrideReasonNotes": null, 

            "creditPolicyOverrideReasonTitle": null, 

            "dateSubmitted": "2016-05-02T11:36:41.0035395", 

            "hasOfferBeenConveyed": false, 

            "isCreditPolicyOverridden": false, 

            "isPetitionCancelled": true, 

            "items": [ 

                { 

                    "comparableId": null, 

                    "doesNotTransfer": false, 

                    "endDate": null, 

                    "hasComparable": false, 

                    "isPrecedent": false, 

                    "provider": "Deakin University", 

                    "providerId": null, 

                    "sources": [ 

                        { 

                            "endDate": "2014-07-14T04:00:00", 

                            "excludedFromPetitionReasonKey": null, 

                            "excludedFromPetitionReasonNotes": null, 

                            "excludedFromPetitionReasonTitle": null, 

                            "isExcludedFromPetition": false, 

                            "learningUnitId": null, 

                            "learningUnitTitle": "MLC 707 Commercial and Corporations Law", 

                            "learningUnitType": "Test-Course", 

                            "startDate": "2014-05-15T04:00:00", 

                            "term": "Winter", 

                            "verificationStatus": "Unknown" 

                        } 

                    ], 

                    "startDate": null, 

                    "targets": [], 

                    "totalAwardedUnits": 0 

                } 

            ], 

            "offerBasisReasonKey": null, 
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            "offerBasisReasonValue": null, 

            "offerDate": null, 

            "programId": "838|882|", 

            "programName": "Bachelor of Laws 838|882|", 

            "state": "Cancelled", 

            "stateInProgress": false, 

            "stateOwnerAccountId": null, 

            "stateOwnerName": null, 

            "stateStartDate": null, 

            "learnerNote": null 

 

        }, 

        "links": [ 

            { 

                "href": "https://localhost:44300/api/TransferCreditPetitions/1030", 

                "rel": "Details" 

            } 

        ] 

    }, 

    "messages": null, 

    "status": "success" 

} 

GET /TransferCreditPetitions/:state/:process 

Returns a list of transfer credit petitions that are currently in or beyond the specified petition state and 

has not been processed for the specified process.  This list is paged, and subsequent calls can be made 

to return the full set of transfer credit petitions which meet the specified criteria. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

top 
(optional, 
default: 10) 

Integer Specifies the number of providers to 
return in this call  

skip Integer Used in conjunction with top to iterate 
through all records in this set.  Skips 
ahead the provided number of results and 
selects the remaining results. 

state 
 

string Specifies the state of the credit petitions 
to return.  Petitions with the state or later 
states are returned.  Must be one of 
"review", "transferAssessment", 
"creditPolicyAssessment", "advising", 
"conveyance", "confirmation", "posting", 
"posted", "cancelled"   
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process string Specifies which process will be performed. 
Petitions which have not had the process 
performed are returned. (i.e., "PostToSIS", 
"AwardedInSIS", or "FinalizedInSIS") 

Returns: 

A collection of Transfer Credit Petition Entities. 

Example Request: 

GET https://360/api/TransferCreditPetitions/conveyance/PostToSIS?top=2 HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e"  

Example Response: 

Same as response from GET /TransferCreditPetitions 

 

POST /TransferCreditPetitions/:state/:process/:creditPetitionId 

Records the process status of CreditPetition or CreditPetitions for a petition state and process. 

Parameters: 

Name Type Description 

state 
 

string Specifies the state of the credit petitions 
to return.  Petitions with the state or later 
states are returned.  Must be one of 
"review", "transferAssessment", 
"creditPolicyAssessment", "advising", 
"conveyance", "confirmation", "posting", 
"posted", "cancelled"   

process string Specifies which process will be performed. 
Petitions which have not had the process 
performed are returned. (i.e., "PostToSIS", 
"AwardedInSIS", or "FinalizedInSIS") 
 

creditPetitionId 
 

integers The petition id that have been processed 
for the specified state and process. 

processed bool Specifies whether the process was 
performed. 
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Example Request: 

POST https://360/api/TransferCreditPetitions/conveyance/PostToSIS/3242 HTTP/1.1 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: 360-KEY, apikey="7db4e510-e153-469c-afa5-23a5633dd50e" 

 

{ 

  "processed": "true" 

} 

Example Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2019 11:12:43 GMT 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

Connection: Close 

{ 

   "status": "success", 

   "data": { 

      "entity": {  

         "CreditPetitionStateProcessId":  3242 

      }, 

      "links": [] 

   }, 

   "messages": null 

} 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix A – Transfer Credit Petition JSON Schema 
 

See file 360-api-petitions-json-schema.json for the up-to-date JSON schema of the Transfer Credit 

Petition response entities. 
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Appendix B – Learner Claim Summary JSON Schema 
 

See file 360-api-learner-claim-summary-json-schema.json for the up-to-date JSON schema of the 

Transfer Credit Petition response entities. 

 

 


